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ARRL and TAPR – 38th Annual
Digital Communication Conference
September 20-22, 2019 – Detroit, MI

Greetings!
Welcome to the 38th annual ARRL and TAPR Digital Communications Conference (DCC).
Each year a call for papers is announced. In August we collect the papers and print the
proceedings that you are holding in your hands. This is a great testament to the mission of
“advancing the amateur radio art.” Ideas are shared which in turn create more new ideas. Each
DCC builds upon the previous. For a complete listing of past proceedings, please see
https://www.tapr.org/pub_dcc.html
Since 2008 we’ve had the pleasure and video skills of Gary Pearce, KN4AQ, of HamRadioNow.
He and a small team of volunteers video recorded and edited each of the DCCs including our
banquet speaker and Sunday seminar. If you would like to virtually attend DCC please see
https://www.hamradionow.tv/tapr-dcc.
As of 2018, Gary turned over the video reins to Jason Johnston, KC5HWB, who produces “Ham
Radio 2.0.” Jason returns again this year and we are very grateful to him in broadcasting these
exquisite talks to the world. You can view Jason’s videos at
https://www.livefromthehamshack.tv/?s=dcc. Please support Jason on Patron
(https://www.patreon.com/HamRadio) and Kickstarter
(https://www.kickstarter.com/profile/hamradio20) campaigns to enable him to travel to and
record each DCC.
All of the video recording efforts and printed proceedings records for posterity all the fine work
these experimenters have done. While attending virtually is educational, we are certain that you
will enjoy the sharing of ideas and socializing that in-person attendance of the DCC can give.
Please tell others about the experience you had here and help grow attendance for the DCC.
With all of that said, please sit back, relax, and enjoy this years DCC.
73,
Steven Bible, N7HPR
President, TAPR
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Schedule at a Glance

Rooms at a Glance

Thursday, 19 Sep

Registration ± tbd
Demonstration Room ± Dearborn

9:00 AM
5:00 PM

TAPR Board Meeting
(everyone is welcome to attend)

Friday, 20 Sep
8:00 AM
8:45 AM
9:00 AM
Noon
1:00 PM
5:30 PM
10:00 PM

Conference Registration and
Demonstration Room Open
Welcome
Technical Presentations
Lunch
Technical Presentations
Friday Night Social
Demonstration Room Closed

Saturday, 21 Sep
8:00 AM
8:45 AM
9:00 AM
Noon
1:00 PM
4:45 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
10:00 PM

Conference Registration and
Demonstration Room Open
Welcome
Technical Presentations
Lunch
Technical Presentations
TAPR Membership Meeting
No Host Cash Bar
Dinner Banquet
Demonstration Room Closed

Sunday, 22 Sep
8:00 AM

Noon

iv

Sunday Seminar

Thursday
TAPR Board Meeting ± Romulus
Friday
Main Session Technical Presentations ± Ballroom
Lunch ± North Private
DCC Social ± North Private
Saturday
Main Session Technical Presentations ± Ballroom
Introductory Sessions Presentations ± Romulus (2nd Floor)
Lunch ± North Private
Dinner Banquet ± North Private
Sunday
Sunday Seminar ± Ballroom

Preliminary 2019 DCC Conference Schedule
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Conference Registration
Demonstration Room Open

Conference Registration
Demonstration Room Open

8:00 AM ± 12:00 AM

8:45 AM

Main Session

Main Session

Introductory Session

9:00 AM

Welcome and Introductions
F1

Welcome and Introductions
S1

N1

9:45 AM

F2

S2

10:30 AM

F3

S3

11:15 AM

F4

S4

8:00 AM

Noon

Lunch

Sunday Seminar

N2

Lunch

1:00 PM

Lightning Talks
(Impromptu 5-minute talks)

Lightning Talks
(Impromptu 5-minute talks)

1:45 PM

F5

S5

2:30 PM

F6

S6

3:15 PM

F7

S7

4:00 PM

F8

S8

4:45 PM

Play Time
in the Demonstration Room

TAPR Annual Meeting

5:30 PM

Friday Night Social

Play Time
in the Demonstration Room

No-Host Cash Bar
6:00 PM

Learn to build and
operate your own
SatNOGS ground
station
Dan White,
AD0CQ
Corey Shields,
KB9JHU

N3

N4

Dinner
No-Host Cash Bar (6:00 PM)
Dinner (7:00 PM)
Bill Brown, WB8ELK
Awards Presentation
Prize Drawings

10:00 PM

Demonstration Room Closed
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PSAT2 DTMF Experiment
APRStt – Touchtone® Digital Communications
Using any Radio for Data Exchange
Bob Bruninga, WB4APR
US Naval Academy Satellite Lab
DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency) (aka Touchtone®) signaling has
been built into almost all Amateur Radios for decades and more recently
cellphones, yet most hams do not make use of this powerful data entry
and data exchange capability for their special events. They continue to
use laborious voice directed nets and hand transcribed data. Although
APRS brings an ideal digital communications capability to such
applications, not all volunteers have the more expensive APRS capable
radios. But they all have DTMF!
APRStt has been around since 2001 [ http://aprs.org/aprstt.html ] and used by the author for
several special events, but it has not caught on, even though now HT’s with built in DTMF are
down around $50 each, a fraction of the cost of an APRS radio. To wake things up and give a
worldwide demonstration of the power and practicality of DTMF signaling for data exchange,
the new PSAT2, on orbit since June 2019, has a primary mode for DTMF uplink and
voice/APRS downlink. Although an entire APRStt protocol has been developed for almost any
application that APRS can do, the implementation on PSAT2 consists of two DTMF formats that
are practical in the space environment. One for worldwide position reporting by Grid Square and
the other for sending APRS messages. [ http://aprs.org/psat2.html ]


Figure 1. PSAT2 has Packet, PSK31, SSTV, Voice Synthesis and DTMF transponders.
As you can see in the Concept of Operations Figure 1, PSAT2 carries a number of experiments
for a number of additional modes beyond just simple digipeating. In fact, these other unique
1

modes have higher priority compared to digipeating because they are new and different. These
modes are a full duplex PSK31 transponder with HF SSB uplink and UHF FM audio waterfall
downlink. Also included in the downlink audio passband every four minutes is an SSTV image
either from memory or from the live camera if the view appears to be the Earth (ie, not full sun
and not the blackness of space). And importantly for this paper, the first ever DTMF uplink-to-APRS
downlink with Voice user feedback.

PSK31 and SSTV: The PSAT2 PSK31 and SSTV downlink is on 435.350 +/- Doppler using
any UHF FM receiver (SSTV only when PSAT2 is in the Sun). You will see the audio waterfall
with satellite telemetry at around 280 Hz, PSK31 users between 550 to 950 Hz and occasional
SSTV images between 1200 to 2300 Hz. Using SSB uplink on ten meters and UHF FM
downlink, the total Doppler shift of PSK31 users is only about 1 Hz per second average. On
approaching and receding passes for a user, where Doppler changes very little, conventional
PSK31 decoders can work OK.
Full Duplex, Doppler Corrected Uplink: But for serious two-way contacts, users should
download the special Doppler corrected PSK31 uplink program written by Andy Flowers,
K0XY. It not only adjusts your uplink Doppler automatically so you stay at a fixed location in
the passband, but it also allows you to operate full duplex with your HF uplink for the full
duration of the pass. You can chat with everyone in parallel as fast as you can type!
Download: http://www.frontiernet.net/~aflowers/dopplerpsk/dopplerpsk.html
Packet Digipeater: PSAT2 becomes the 6th active
APRS digipeater in space. The goal is to have
enough digipeaters so that Ham users around the
world are never more than a few minutes from
position/status reporting and 2-way text messaging
anywhere on Earth. Ten satellites would get close to
users being no more than about 10 minutes from any
next pass. The basis of the packet portion of PSAT2
is the re-packaged Byonics TinyTrack4 APRS
transceiver that we call the SATT4 shown in Figure
2. In addition to digipeating, it does all the normal
packet telemetry, and command and control as well.
Initially, priority is being given to DTMF
experiments and the digipeater is off. For live status
and downlinks, see [ http://aprs.org/sats.html ].
Figure 2. The SATT4 Packet System
APRStt and DTMF: But the real fun and unique experiment is the DTMF uplink, which lets
anyone with almost any inexpensive FM radio participate in the usual APRS style contacts. This
mission is not so much to demonstrate some kind of great idea for satellites, but more so, to
demonstrate to APRS users worldwide the power of DTMF data from-any-radio into the global
APRS-IS (internet system). The DTMF downlink from PSAT2 is visible on this web page:
http://www.aprsat.com/dtmf
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Figure 3. The PSAT2 internal and external views. The camera peeps through a hole in the rail.
Operating Pecularities: PSAT2’s 28 degree inclined elliptical
orbit with apogee at 860 km and low perigee at 300 km means it
never gets higher than 28 degree latitude which makes it difficult
to work in Northern states. But the significant difference is the
footprint between apogee and perigee shown in Figure 4, which
can make a 20 degree or so elevation difference on the horizon.
When apogee circulates to be over the northern hemisphere, then
more northern stations can work it. The apogee goes through a
complete cycle every 34 days.












Pass Timing for Mobiles: Another
interesting thing about the orbit is that it is
almost time synchronous; meaning that a
pass will occur almost the same time every
day (though five minutes later). But then,
an earlier pass will appear 90 minutes or so
earlier every other day. This makes it very
easy to do mobile/portable operations
without any computer once you hear one
pass and remember the offsets.

Figure 4. Footprint sizes



Figure 5. PSAT2’s easy to remember pass times.
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Camera: By default, the HF/UHF PSK31 and
SSTV modes have been enabled from launch and
available to users. During the initial activation, the
camera took some images to file. It has been
sending them down over time. The best earth
photo is shown here. Later, live camera and other
modes were enabled.

Figure 6. One of the best early SSTV camera
images from the Brno University camera.
Mode Status Bits: The 8 bits on the end of every one minute
telemetry packet indicates the status of the various modes.
Normal digipeater operations will show a pattern of x1xx1xx.
But if DTMF is enabled, the DTMF bits are 1101xxxx as
shown here. Generally, PSAT2 will be in DTMF mode with
the digipeater off to keep the DTMF uplink exclusive for
DTMF users on 145.980 MHz.
Figure 7 Default mode Status Bits
Narrowband Uplink Modulation is Required: Unfortunately, PSAT2 uses a low cost off-the
shelf receiver with modern narrowband channelization. This causes distortion on all uplinks that
are not Doppler compensated. Don’t even think about transmitting to PSAT2 with normal USA
model radio not set to narrowband and using 5KHz channel steps except for the center few
seconds as the Doppler passes rapidly through zero offset. Do not transmit otherwise because
PSAT2 will never decode you and you are only jamming others.
Operating Frequencies:
- APRS/DTMF/Voice downlink: 145.825 1200 baud
- APRS digi uplink 145.825 if enabled
- DTMF uplink 145.980 when enabled
- PSK31 Downlink: 435.350 MHz +/- 5 kHz FM (300 mw)
- PSK31 Uplink: 29.4815 MHz PSK31 SSB (25 W and omni vertical typical)
Overall APRS Satellite live Web Page: http://aprs.org/sats.html
APRStt GRID MAP Encoding: The map and table below encodes the 99 grids that have 99%
of the worlds ham population into only 4 DTMF digits by converting the first two letters into two
digits from the 00-99 table. You can see that our Maryland FM19 grid becomes 1819 in DTMF.
A table is also shown below that simplifies finding your grid. Notice that three grids for Indonisa
OI, OJ, and PI appear in the Canada, USA and Central America blocks.
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Other Grids: Due to popular demand for hams
that were left off that map (ie, Hawaii), we can
(with the efforts of WA7MXZ and KB6EBR)
make adjustments. For Hawaii, we have
designated the grid of HI and can distinguish it
from the real HI in Brazil by comparing where
PSAT2 is at the time of the contact and then
correct for it on the DTMF downlink page.

APRStt Callsign Encoding: PSAT2 cleverly
compresses a 6 character call into only 10 digits
following the 4 digit grid noted above. The first six digits
of the call are the matching single keys for the callsign
letters, EG: 924227 for WB4APR. The next 4 digits
encode the 2 bit location of each of the 6 call letters on
each of the 6 keys used. For example, the 6 letters of
WB4APR on the 6 keys are key locations 120112. Since each location is between 0 and 3, they
can be encoded in 2 bits each (powers of 4) and assembled left to right into a 12 bit binary
number. To convert to decimal, take the first 2 bits times 1024, the next 2 bits times 256, the next
2 bits times 64, the next times 16, the next times 4 and the last 2 bits times 1. Then add them up
and get the 4 digit decimal "key code" (1558 in this example).
This 4 digit decimal number we call your callsign key code. For those that are 12-bit-challenged,
Bob Wood WA7MXZ has written an DTMF Callsign Encoder to do this 4 digit number for you.
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For shorter calls, right-pad to 6 with spaces. A space is encoded as the "0" key with the key
location code of 1. The entire Grid and call report adds a "*" at the beginning and a "#" at the
end for the full 16 DTMF key report. See: [ http://aprs.org/PSAT2Translator.html ]
Other than your gridsquare, you only need to memorize the last four digit special code because
your call is simply spelled out with the letters on the keys.
DTMF Robustness: The combined 16 key combination is then stored in the DTMF memory of
the users radio so that it can be transmitted in a single 3 second burst. Since the entire code is self
contained, is always 16 keys, is sent at a standard speed, always begins and ends with known
keys and all keys in-between are decimal only, then any other combinations will be ignored.
Also the usual failure mode of DTMF is duplication of digits or omission of digits which will be
ignored by the mentioned constraints. A successful uplink will be ACK-ed by voice since the
DTMF user cannot see the APRS downlink.
Hints: Since the hardest thing for a DTMF decoder to recognize is two of the same digits in a
row, check your own code. If there are no duplicate digits in a row, then you might be able to
select fast DTMF on your radio. But otherwise, we have found that slower DTMF works best
(100 ms). The most important thing of course is using narrowband FM and tracking Doppler
within a few hundred Hz. Also, the DTMF receiver goes to sleep after 5 minutes of no use. If
you are the first user on your continent, press and hold a key for 3 seconds to wake it up.
DTMF MESSAGES: The DTMF decoder will also accept encoded Messages. Since everything
in ham radio has already been said, we simply stored the top 99 common ham radio messages on
the spacecraft and you select the appropriate message with a two-digit message number (00 to
99). These messages are the standard ARL radiograms plus some other special ones (such as
40,41 and 42 for QSL’s) for this satellite. To send one of these messages in the same 16 key
DTMF memory use either the C or B format. These are 16 key DTMF strings that begin with the
"C" key to indicate a message, and then a 2 digit message number and then a 2 digit modifier
xx, followed by the above encoded CALLSIGN. If the message is an actual ARL Emergency
message, then the modifier should be 99 and the speech will include the word "EMERGENCY".
If the modifer is anything over 90, then it will not say Emergency but will say TEST. If the
modifier is less than 90, then the modifier will only be used if the template for that message has a
blank in it for insertion of the modifier.

DTMFARLRadiogramMessageFormat:

DTMFspecialreversedQSLMessageFormat:

CMMxxCCCCCCXXXX#
Bxx40CCCCCCXXXX#

For messaging it is assumed that you will generally just key in the first 3 digits and then finish
the uplink with the remaining stored callsign from memory. The C format is when you want to
send multiple messages from your callsign. Type in the CMM and then have the rest stored in a
DTMF memory. The B format is when you want to send the same message (such as one of the 3
QSL messages) but easily modify the modifier. In this case, you key in Bxx and then store the
remainder of the message and call in a DTMF memory.
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In either case, the "xx" digits are a numeric modifier that will replace any "__" blank in the
message text. See the Actual Flight list of messages and for background the standard ARL
radiograms and a copy of the Maritime Emergency Codes that are also included.
Making a Contact: When you send your grid and call by DTMF the spacecraft will say "GRID
FM19 from WB4APR, QSO number xx". The QSO number increments with each new station
up to 99 and rolls over. To complete a contact with such a grid, send the QSL message number
40 (or 41,42) with the QSO number xx. The spacecraft will say W3XYZ says message number
40 QSL your QSO number xx, my number is yy" to complete the contact. Of course, an APRS
copy of each of these messages will also come down on the downlink for those with APRS
radios and be captured by the http://www.aprsat.com/dtmf page.
--------------------------------

APRStt General Use

--------------------------------------------

Extrapolation of APRStt and DTMF to other local Applications and Events: The full
APRStt spec has many formats for position reporting and callsigns, all to fit within the 16 key
DTMF memory limit. When data blocks are 4 digits, then full callsigns can be used (10 digits).
When up to 7 digits of data are needed (say Marathon runner numbers), then callsign suffixes
can be used (5 digits). When up to 9 digits of data are needed, then a 3 digit locally assigned
user ID (3 digits) can be used.
Examples of 4 and 6 digit data:
- XXYY gives positions to the nearest mile over a
100 mile square grid area
- XXYY gives positions to the nearest 500’ over a
10 mile square grid area
- XXYY gives positions to the nearest 50’ in a
local event covering a mile (same as GPS)
- XXYY as minutes of Lat/Lon can give 1 mile
precision. See Dayton map at right.
- XXXYYY gives positions to the nearest 500’
over a 100 mile grid area
- XXXYYY gives positions to the nearest 50’ over
a ten mile grid area, (GPS resolution)
- NNNNNc can report a runner code “c” for any marathon runner etc
- MMmS can report Status at any tenth of a mile mark in a Marathon
- TTTSSS can report the troop number and score during a jamboree
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The applications of APRStt are as many and as varied as ham radio itself when there is specific
data that needs to be quickly and accurately reported. And any code can be invented for any
purpose because all local events are local. Once the code is received at the local APRStt engine,
the code is converted to normal APRS packet so that everyone at the event with APRS can see
what is going on, and since the APRS-IS then distributes that data worldwide, there is no limit to
what can be done.
'**************************************************************************|
'***PSAT2listofFLIGHTMessages18Nov2015|
'**************************************************************************|
DTMFmessagesaresentin16keystringsstartingwiththe"C",endingin#
BxxMMCCCCCCkkkk#WhereCCCCCCkkkkareyourcallsignkeysandkeycodeor
CMMxxCCCCCCkkkk#WhereCCCCCCkkkkareyourcallsignkeysandkeycodeand
MMisthemessagenumberbelowandxxisamodifiernumberspokeninplace
of__
Note:WierdspellingsattempttogetthevoiceonPSAT2tosoundbetter

'**************************************************************************|
'*ARLEmergencyStandardMessages18Nov2015|
'**************************************************************************|
01Everyoneissafe,Donotworry.
02IamCominghomeassoonasposseble.
03Inhospetal,Receivingcareandrecovering.
04Onlyslightpropertydamagehere,Donotworry.
05Iammovingtoanewlocation,Willmakecontactthen.
06Willcontactyouassoonaspossible.
07PleasereplybyAmaturRadio.
08Needadditionelradioequipmentforemergencyuse.
09Additionel_radiooperatorsneeded.
10Pleasestandbyforfurtherinformation.
11EstablishAmaturRadiocontacton_meeters.
12Ankchustohearfromyou.
13Medicelemergencysituationegsitshere.
14Situationhereisworseningandbecomingcriticel.
15Pleaseadveyezeyourconditionandwhathelpisneeded.
16Propertydamageisverysignificant.
17REACTcommunicationsareonchannel_.
18Pleasecontactmeassoonasposseble.
19Requesthalthandwelfarereport.
20Temporarilystranded,Willneedsomeassistance.
21SerchandRascueassistanceisneeded.
22Needaccurateinformationonconditionsatyourlocation.
23Reportaccessebilityandbestwaytoreachyourlocation.
24Evacuationofrazidentsfromhereisurgentlyneeded.
25Pleaseadveyezeweatherconditionsatyourlocation.
26Needhelpandcareforevacuationofsickandinjured.
27Hi,ThiswasDoveinspaice,anniverseairE
28Thereare_ofushere.
30MarytimeEmergencyCodenumber_.
31Weareoperatingonemergencypower.
32Weareoperatingonsowlarpower.
33Thisisavoicetest.
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'**************************************************************************|
'*ARLGENERALStandardMessages18Nov2015|
'**************************************************************************|
40QSL,yournumber_,mynumberis%.(%isthenextnumber'CQmsg
41QSL,yourCQnumber_.'CQmsg
42QSL,yourCQnumber_andthanksforthecontact.'CQmsg
43GoNavy,beetArmy!.'''
44NavyBeetsArmyby_.''
45Iam_yearsold.
46Greetingsonyourberthday.'birthdaytobertday
47Gotyourmessagenumber_.
48Iaminschoolgrade_.''
49Celebrating_munthsinspaice.
50GreetingsbyAmaturRadio.'AmateurtoAmatur
51Amhavingawonderfultime.
52Reallyenjoyedvisitingwithyou.
53Receivedyourpackage,Thankyou.
54Manythanksforyourgoodwishes.
55Verydelightedtohearyourgoodnewze.
56Congratulationsonyourworthyachievement.
57Wishwecouldbetwogether.
58Haveawonderfultime,Letusknowwhenyoureturn.
59Congratulationsonthenewarrivel,Hopeallarewell.
60Wishingyouthebest.
61WishingyouhappyholidaysandNewYear.
62Greetingsandbestwishesfortheholidayseason.
63Ourbestwishesarewithyou,Hopeyouwin.
64Arrivedsafelyat_hours.
65Pleasemeetmeonarrivalat_hours.
66DXQSLsareonhandattheQSLBureau.
67Yourmessage_isundelivereble.
68Bestwishesforaspeedyrecovery.
69Welcome,Wehopeyouwillenjoythefunandfellowship.
70CallmeONmycellat_Ohclock.
71Nocellphoneservicehere.
72MyCellphonebatteryisdead.
73GreetingsfromAMSAT,Keepinghamradioinspaicefo_years.
74MyCellphonechargingopportuniteesarelimited.
75Callmycellphoneonthehour.
76MyRadiopowerchargingcapabilitiesarelimited.
77Mynextcontacttimewillbein_minutes.
78Mynextcontacttimeistomorrow.
79Pleasesenditemsnumber_.
80Iamonschedule.
81Imaybedelayedby_hours.
82Imaybedelayedby_days.
83Imaybeearlyerby_hours.
84IMaybeearlyerby_days.
85Imayquitearlyerby_stops.
86Imaygofurtherby_stops.
87Wearecampingandenjoyingitgreatly.
88Sendingloveandkisses!.
89Contactmeonthe_meeterband.
90Thereare_ofushere.
91Celebrating_weeksinspaice.
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Extending D-STAR with Codec 2
Antony Chazapis, SV9OAN
Heraklion, Crete, Greece
chazapis@gmail.com

Abstract – D-STAR was the first digital voice system designed by radio amateurs specifically for amateur radio use. However, it relies on a proprietary, patented codec, which has been the subject of controversy among amateur radio operators and regulatory authorities. In this paper, we present a protocol extension, that enables the optional use of Codec 2 in voice streams – an open-source and patentfree alternative to the default codec. The "D-STAR vocoder extension" has been implemented in a
series of accompanying, open-source software projects, which focus on seamless interoperability with
current D-STAR deployments. Transcoding voice streams between codec variants is possible with a
custom version of the popular xlxd reflector. In addition, we introduce Estrella, a software-only, radio-like desktop and mobile application, for over-the-network communications.

1. Introduction
Digital Smart Technologies for Amateur Radio (D-STAR) is a digital voice and data standard designed
for amateur radio use [1, 2, 3]. The research leading to the original specification [4], published in 2001,
was funded by the Japanese government and led by JARL, in a joint effort with Japanese radio equipment manufacturers. D-STAR digital voice transmissions require less bandwidth than analog FM and
provision a small percentage of the stream to be used for arbitrary data, like text messages or GPS information. D-STAR repeaters may have modules in several bands (most commonly VHF and UHF) and
are capable of forwarding streams from one band to another, or through a special "gateway" module
which "links" the repeater to some other Internet-based endpoint. Digital voice, once picked up by a repeater or a "hotspot" (a local, low-power, radio-to-Internet gateway), can be easily relayed over the network to other physical or virtual repeaters (called "reflectors"), allowing users to participate in pre-established or ad hoc worldwide talk groups [5, 6].
However exciting new technologies may be – especially to amateur radio operators, D-STAR was received early on with mixed reviews. Two were the most prominent causes of criticism: the availability of
products from a limited set of manufacturers at a relatively high price point, and the use of a closedsource, proprietary codec for compressing raw, digitized voice into a low-bitrate stream and vice versa.
Both points are still valid – almost 20 years after the introduction of the standard.
Most of the D-STAR equipment available is manufactured by ICOM, Inc., which almost solely supports
and promotes D-STAR technology [7, 8] (actually, "D-STAR" is an ICOM registered trademark). And
10

while the protocol defines the packaging and modulation details, it does not define the format of additional data inside voice streams, routing protocols, and other relevant extensions that are necessary to
support end-to-end D-STAR network deployments and associated applications. ICOM uses proprietary
implementations of several D-STAR functions [9, 10], which throughout the years have been reverseengineered, in order to enable building custom D-STAR radios, repeaters [11], and even faster and more
efficient routing mechanisms [12, 13]. The current ability of D-STAR to support such a variety of configurations and transparently bridge to other digital voice systems (like DMR and System Fusion), has
been largely driven by a large collection of open-source software and hardware, supported by a vibrant
community of amateur radio operators, repeater builders/maintainers, and hardware homebrewers, that
continuously devise and implement innovative solutions (a wealth of historical information is included
in [14], while early practical examples are shown in [15, 16])
The result of this effort is that a fully operational D-STAR network backbone (repeaters, reflectors, as
well as routing and bridging functions) can now be completely implemented using open software, running on low-cost, commodity devices. However, this is not the case with end-user radios. The proprietary codec used by D-STAR, which is available in the form of a hardware chip, renders do-it-yourself
radios very difficult to construct. While there have been some software implementations that interface
with a chip attached via USB on a remote machine over the network (like DVTool [17] or BlueDV [18]),
users mostly prefer the convenience of a self-contained hardware radio – still with a limited choice of
options at relatively high price points.
Advanced Multi-Band Excitation (AMBE), the codec used by D-STAR, was initially selected by the designers as the only practical option available at the time. There has been some discussion on what will
happen when the respective patent held by Digital Voice Systems, Inc. will expire (if it is actually valid
and has not already [19]), however an open implementation would also require a significant amount of
information made publicly available by the company, which is most probably unexpected. In practice,
variations of the AMBE codec are used in most well-known contemporary digital voice modes, so the
codec selection is no longer a source of strong dispute; the proprietary codec issue has even resulted in a
government ban of the mode all together in France. An alternative to AMBE, Codec 2, has been available for some time now. Codec 2 is open-source and patent-free, capable of compressing speech to very
low bit-rates [20]. Moreover, it has already been used in amateur radio applications, most notably as an
integral part of FreeDV, a digital voice mode for HF [21].
In this paper, we present a protocol extension to enable the optional use of Codec 2 instead of AMBE in
D-STAR communications. The possibility of such an implementation had been discussed in the past
[22], but – to our knowledge – had never been realized. The open source codec, will hopefully address
both aforementioned issues, enabling the emergence of affordable, easy-to-build D-STAR radios, covering a wide spectrum ranging from software-only solutions connecting directly to reflectors, to completely independent hardware devices. Having D-STAR endpoints with no hardware requirements may also
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allow an entirely new range of network-based applications, either stand-alone, or as interfaces to existing, external systems.
The changes to the protocol, along with their implications, are discussed in detail in the following chapter. In summary, a currently unused header flag is employed to mark the codec type in voice frames. This
work is not meant to replace current D-STAR deployments, but augment them in a fully compatible way.
To this end, we have implemented a reflector (based on xlxd [23]) that is capable of transcoding between
AMBE and Codec 2 streams. The reflector is part of a series of extension-compatible, open-source software solutions, which also includes a set of command line utilities to experiment with the extension and
a software-only client, called "Estrella", available in desktop and mobile versions.
2. Design
The D-STAR protocol specification defines the bit framing used to transmit either data or voice streams.
Each stream begins with a synchronization pattern, followed by a header, and – in the case of voice
communications – a variable number of alternating voice and data frames (Fig. 1) [24].
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Figure 1: Overview of a D-STAR voice stream
The header, which is 328-bits long carries primarily addressing and routing information: who is sending
the stream, where it is headed, through which repeater or gateway, etc. (It is actually coded into 660 bits
when transmitted, after bit interleaving and scrambling.) Except callsigns and 2 trailing bytes for the
checksum, the header also includes 3 distinct 1-byte long "flags" for identifying the type of communication, triggering control functions, and – what is of particular interest here – protocol expansion. Specifically, "Flag 3" has by default all 8 bits set to zero; any other value is undefined and left for future use.
The 72-bit long voice frames carry the data from the AMBE codec, while the 24-bit long data frames
which are interleaved between them, help in synchronization and are commonly used to provide redundant copies of the header, text messages, and other information, like sender location. The AMBE codec
encodes speech at 3600 bps, including error-correction information. Thus, each 72-bit voice frame (9
octets) corresponds to exactly 20 ms of voice. No other bits in the D-STAR stream are relevant to voice
information.
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In the following paragraphs, we will present in detail how the unused bits of Flag 3 can be exploited in
order to extend the D-STAR protocol with Codec 2 support. We propose setting specific bits in Flag 3 to
signify different content types of the voice frame. Two variants are supported: one with higher voice
quality but no forward error correction (FEC), and another one with slightly higher voice compression,
but with additional error-correction data piggybacked at the end of each encoded voice chunk.
2.1. D-STAR vocoder extension
The "D-STAR vocoder extension" uses the Flag 3 byte of the header, to mark the vocoder type in the
voice frames as follows (in accordance to section 2.1.1, page 4, of the D-STAR specification):
Bit

Meaning

Function

0000000x

Vocoder

0: AMBE (backwards compatible)
1: Codec 2

000000x1

Mode

0: Codec 2 3200 (160 samples/20 ms into 64 bits)
1: Codec 2 2400 (160 samples/20 ms into 48 bits) plus FEC (22 bits)

00000100 to 11111111

Undefined

Use for future expansion

Table 1: Possible values of Flag 3 with the D-STAR vocoder extension
Toggling the least-significant bit of Flag 3 switches between backwards-compatible AMBE mode and
the new Codec 2-based voice frames. A second bit controls the bitrate of the codec and the presence of
FEC.
Codec 2 has several modes, the highest bitrate one working at 3200 bps – a close match to 3600 bps.
Note, however, that the Codec 2 algorithm only provides speech processing and the resulting stream
does not include any error-correction. 20 ms of voice in Codec 2 3200 mode require 64 bits (8 octets),
which fit in the 72-bit space available, but do not leave much space for implementing FEC. The next
available Codec 2 mode, which operates at 2400 bps, requires just 48 bits (6 octets) to encode a speech
waveform of equal duration, which leaves an adequate amount of bits free, to protect the first 24 bits of
the voice data with two applications of the (23, 12) Golay code. Each application produces an additional
11 bits that are used for error correction at the receiving side, raising the grand total of voice-related bits
to 70; 2 short of the space available. (In practice, Codec 2 2400 mode also has 2 spare bits, so the transmission really requires 68 bits.)
This technique of employing FEC, is similar to what is implemented by FreeDV, a digital voice mode
built upon Codec 2: FreeDV 1600 mode uses Codec 2 1300 mode to encode 40 ms of speech to 52 bits
of voice data and then applies a (23, 12) Golay code to protect a 12-bit selection of those 52 bits. In
Codec 2-encoded voice samples, some bits are more "important" than others. In the context of the implementation discussed here, it has been decided to apply the Golay code to the the first 24 bits of the
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resulting data chunk encoded with Codec 2 2400 mode, which contains all the voicing and pitch/energy
bits, plus the first 14 bits of harmonic magnitudes (Line Spectrum Pairs – LSPs).
2.2. Discussion
The proposed protocol extension is backwards compatible, so traffic using Codec 2 will pass through
current D-STAR hardware (repeaters, hotspots, etc.) and software (repeater controllers, reflectors, etc.).
Of course, hardware transceivers with AMBE chips are incompatible and cannot be used to directly
communicate with Codec 2 extension implementations.
Interoperability between vocoder modes can be established using Internet-based D-STAR reflectors, in a
similar fashion that they are currently being widely used to transcode and bridge between D-STAR,
DMR, and System Fusion. In particular, in the next chapter we will discuss how xlxd, which is the most
widespread software used in this setup, has been extended to allow transparent communications between
AMBE-based devices and Codec 2-based, software-only clients. Note that although early tests have confirmed that xlxd is indeed compatible to pass through Codec 2-based transmissions without any changes,
we have selected to apply a different connectivity setup for clients that support the extension (on a different UDP port using the familiar DExtra protocol [25], which has been named "DExtra Open"), in order to avoid user confusion and establish a fully compatible path for trouble-free adaptation of the new
mode. Codec 2-based clients are thus "isolated" from their AMBE-only counterparts and respective
streams are properly transcoded in order to allow cross-codec interaction.
The wide-spread use of Internet-based digital voice, primarily in the form of talking through hotspots,
but also via desktop/mobile applications – like DVTool/BlueDV, is the main reason it has been decided
to allow selecting between the 2 variants of Codec 2. For over-the-Internet communications, FEC is not
really necessary, as malformed UDP packets – however rare – are dropped by the networking layer and
never reach the application. It is therefore advised to always use Codec 2 3200 mode in such setups and
enjoy the slight increase in voice quality.
In fact, we expect that dropping the AMBE codec from the protocol, hence the requirement of interfacing with a hardware chip, will allow a new generation of software-only clients to be implemented. Such
desktop or mobile clients could directly communicate with each other, but to keep up with the usage
paradigm of current radio-based transmissions, they will probably connect to some centralized "hub" (a
reflector), that will allow broadcasting voice streams to all directly or indirectly linked users. In the next
chapter, we also present Estrella, a D-STAR software implementation that allows communicating
through existing reflectors without the need of any AMBE hardware.
The open source codec, may also allow home-brewing transceivers using a Rasbperry Pi, and an attached radio, either in the form of a directly connected HAT (Hardware Attached on Top) [26], or an
MMDVM modem [27] (even one constructed with through-hole components [28]) interfaced to a "traditional", analog radio. The necessary software could run on the Raspberry Pi itself, assuming a method to
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attach a microphone and speaker, or – more likely – on a mobile device running an Estrella variation that
instead of transmitting streams directly over the Internet, sends them to the Raspberry Pi over Bluetooth
(and vice versa), using an established D-STAR over-the-network protocol like DExtra. Such a setup,
which has the user interface separate from the radio instance, may allow a variety of interesting, interoperable implementations, that may in turn cover a multitude of different usability and physical deployment requirements.
3. Implementation
The D-STAR vocoder extension has been implemented in three separate, but interoperable, projects:
• pydv: A Python library and an associated set of executable command-line utilities to interface with DSTAR reflectors and transcode saved voice streams, either locally, or using the transcoding server
employed by xlxd (ambed).
• chazapis/xlxd: A "fork" of the leading software used to implement D-STAR reflectors, enhanced with
the ability to recognize and transcode Codec 2-based streams to AMBE and vice versa when the appropriate hardware is present. Used as a communications hub for D-STAR software clients implementing the extension and a bridge between such clients and devices (repeaters or hotspots) serving
AMBE-only transceivers.

• Estrella: A software-only D-STAR application that implement Codec 2-based communications via a
compatible reflector (like the aforementioned xlxd fork). Estrella is available for macOS and iOS,
while an Android version is in the works.
All the projects above are open source (licensed under GPL) and freely available at GitHub [29, 30, 31,
32]. Further details for each are presented in the following paragraphs.
3.1. pydv
The pydv project was originally developed as a loose collection of code to assist in the early stages of
development of the extension. Now – at version 2.0 – it provides Python interfaces to manage DExtra
and DPlus connections, convert from network data to D-STAR streams and vice versa, save and load
such streams to/from .dvtool files [33], as well as encode and decode voice data using Codec 2 or
AMBE (decode only via mbelib [34]), and transcode via a compatible ambed server (included in chazapis/xlxd).
The following command-line executables are included:
• dv-recorder, which connects to a reflector and records traffic in .dvtool files
• dv-player, which plays back a .dvtool file to a reflector
• dv-encoder, which converts a .wav file to a .dvtool file using the Codec 2 vocoder
• dv-decoder, which converts a .dvtool file using any vocoder to .wav
• dv-transcoder, which connects to an ambed server and converts a .dvtool file using the AMBE
vocoder to a .dvtool file using the Codec 2 vocoder and vice versa
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These utilities can prove useful to anyone experimenting with D-STAR in general. As a library, pydv
may support higher-level applications that require D-STAR reflector connectivity using any of the supported protocols. pydv is written in Python 2.7. Future work includes porting it to Python 3, as well as
implementing more digital voice network protocols.
3.2. chazapis/xlxd
xlxd is the most modern D-STAR reflector software. In essence, the function of a reflector is simple: it
provides network protocol handlers for clients to connect and submit digital voice streams to specific
"modules" (connection contexts, virtual "rooms"). The reflector relays each stream, in real time, to any
client connected via any protocol to the same module. Some reflectors can even connect as clients to
other reflectors, organizing the network traffic in cross-country or cross-continent meshes, and enabling
ad hoc linking of talk groups together based on group-specific policy and habits [35].
There are various already established D-STAR network protocol variants. xlxd implements them all,
thus allowing interoperability between them. As such, it can be deployed as either a DPlus, DExtra, or
DCS-compatible reflector, using REF, XRF, or DCS callsign prefixes respectively (or all of the above
simultaneously). By advertising a reflector installation to the appropriate callsign-to-IP resolution registries, clients can use standard D-STAR commands to establish repeater/hotspot links to the reflector.
Moreover, xlxd introduces the notion of cross-reflector "trunks" (using the XLX protocol), which convey the streams of many modules simultaneously, in practice "extending" part of one reflector from one
installation to another. A group of linked reflectors is commonly called a "constellation".
Recently, xlxd has also been interfaced to similar DMR network structures, like the BrandMeister network [36]. DMR uses a variant of AMBE to encode/decode speech in transceivers, so the streams running through xlxd in that case are not directly compatible with D-STAR. To cross codec barriers, a secondary software service called ambed, provides transcoding between the two formats. ambed requires
the presence of one or more hardware chips to decode data from one AMBE variant into voice and encode it into the other. AMBE chips may have one or more channels; at least two are required to
transcode a stream in real time.
Given the success and momentum of xlxd, as well of the eagerness of its developers to support any new
and exciting technologies in the digital voice arena, it seemed as the perfect candidate to base the implementation of the D-STAR vocoder extension interoperability with other modes. As discussed, because of the extension's backwards compatibility, xlxd could be deployed as-is to support Codec 2-based
clients using any existing D-STAR network protocol, but such an arrangement would magnify incompatibility issues. Instead it was decided to work first – before even starting implementing clients – in the
direction of providing a unified substrate for codec-independent communications.
To this end, the xlxd/ambed project was forked and patched as necessary to transcode and bridge voice
streams of any existing format to the new extension. The solution implements an additional DExtra lis16

tener on a different port (30201 instead of 30001). The new port is to be used by reflectors with the
"ORF" callsign prefix (Open ReFlector). Any client connected to an ORF reflector will receive streams
encoded with Codec 2. All other protocol handlers will still send out data encoded with AMBE. Note
that the protocol/port only affects data transmitted by the reflector. The stream codec is recognized by all
protocol handlers, so a client can still transmit data using any codec on any port. The rationale behind
this is that DExtra links may be used by repeaters or other reflectors, so it is not really possible to know
what their clients support. So, nothing will change when linking a repeater to an XRF reflector, but will
do when linking to an ORF one. The new port endpoint has been named "DExtra Open" to distinguish it
from the protocol running on the default DExtra port.
A detailed outline of the code changes done is attached to the pull request that has been submitted upstream, so the work will eventually be included into future versions of xlxd. In summary, most of the
effort was concentrated into ambed, so each "vocodec" channel will function with three interfaces (1 in/
2 out, instead of 1 in/1 out). Each such channel now has a (virtual) Codec 2 interface attached, along
with the two physical ones for AMBE. When a new incoming stream presents itself, the appropriate
transcoding channel is selected depending on the input codec. Channels are grouped together in triplets.
Each group contains all possible permutations of respective interfaces – three channels, while only one
channel from each group can be used at a given time. Groups represent hardware resources that cannot
be shared between streams; channels represent input/output configurations. The rest of the work involved interfacing xlxd to the new "1 codec in, 2 codecs out" ambed interface, the new DExtra Open
protocol listener on port 30201, etc. xlxd and ambed are written in C++.
The latest version of chazapis/xlxd is currently running at XLX393/XRF393 [37], which is deployed on
a Raspberry Pi and supports transcoding a single stream at a time by employing two DVMEGA DVstick30 USB interfaces (Figure 2). Operation is not restricted in any way, and it can be freely used for
testing and experimenting with new digital voice technologies. XLX393/XRF393 is also reachable via
DMR, through TG20209 of the BrandMeister network.
Future work includes deploying an ORF registry to track corresponding reflector deployments. The ORF
registry will be useful for Codec 2-based software clients, in order for them to display compatible and
available servers for connecting to. Assuming Codec 2-based D-STAR hardware devices at some point,
the ORF registry may also tie in to repeater/hotspot software (like the ircDDB Gateway), to enable routing respective linking requests to the appropriate DExtra Open network endpoints.
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Figure 2: XLX393/XRF393 current hardware setup
3.3. Estrella
Estrella is a radio-like software-only client for DExtra Open reflectors. Two platform variations have
been implemented: a desktop-compatible macOS version and a mobile-friendly iOS one. Both use a
similar user interface and aim for a very simple user experience: the user enters the connectivity details
(callsign and ORF network endpoint), and is then presented with a minimalistic screen showing the connection status and providing a PTT button to initiate transmissions (Figures 3, 4). Although direct clientto-client connections could be possible, it has been decided to only support reflector-based setups, in order to match as close as possible the practice of using a "traditional" RF radio transceiver, encourage the
deployment of new reflector software that complies with the proposed vocoder extension, and foster an
environment of interoperable cross-codec digital voice applications and devices. As mentioned, with
chazapis/xlxd installed and the appropriate hardware, the reflector will handle transcoding and bridging
streams of different types and protocols.
Estrella implements the D-STAR vocoder extension and uses a linked Codec 2 library to encode and decode D-STAR communications without the need of any external hardware. macOS and iOS versions are
both are written in Objective-C, and share a significant amount of code that is abstracted into 2 libraries
(called Frameworks in Objective-C nomenclature) [38, 39]:
• CocoaDV, a Cocoa Framework to manage DExtra connections to D-STAR ORF reflectors
• CocoaCodec2, a Cocoa Framework for the Codec 2 low bit-rate speech codec
CocoaCodec2 bundles the source code of the Codec 2 SVN repository in an Xcode-friendly format. (details on how this was accomplished are given at its GitHub page). CocoaCodec2 is used by CocoaDV,
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which in turn provides the necessary network and digital voice stream abstractions to Estrella. The result
is that the core Estrella implementation only needs to concentrate on graphical user interface elements,
handling connectivity events, stream buffering, and managing the available audio hardware. Actually, as
the macOS and iOS core libraries have similar APIs, the respective Estrella codebases are also very similar.

Figure 3: Estrella’s main window (macOS version)

Figure 4: Estrella’s main window (iOS version)
Current plans include completing the Android variation of Estrella and releasing all binary forms on corresponding online distribution services (a binary macOS version is already available for download at
GitHub). Future versions may present a simpler user interface for configuration, by integrating server
selection with the ORF registry, and incorporate text messaging and D-PRS functionality (exchanging
positional data and presenting it on a map, as done by APRS [40]).
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have described the design and implementation of an extension to the D-STAR protocol
that uses Codec 2 for voice communications, instead of – or alongside – AMBE. We hope this work to
become a significant milestone in D-STAR evolution, as it enables the development of completely open
end-user radios and services, seamlessly interoperating with any current deployments. Moreover, the
method used here can support other, similar D-STAR extensions, in order to introduce new voice codecs,
or other, more radical changes to the stream structure.
In practice, in nearly 20 years of existence, D-STAR has already evolved in many ways. However, the
available protocol specification does not include many details that are now considered de facto. Back
then, it was decided to leave out some implementation specifics: the structure of text messages or location information included in voice streams, the routing techniques and associated callsign discovery
methods, the format of streams when relayed over the network, etc. Many of these functions have been
implemented in proprietary extensions, that – although mostly reverse-engineered – are for obvious reasons poorly documented. Discovering how D-STAR radios, repeaters, gateways, and reflectors work is a
formidable task, as anyone interested can only find information in scarce Internet resources – that may
vanish at any point – or deep into the codebase of related software projects. This unfortunate fact, neither matches the open nature of amateur radio, nor aligns to the (presumably) original intention of the DSTAR design group: to publish an open document that will provide the basis of cooperation and interoperability between radio amateurs and equipment manufacturing companies.
Adoption of digital radio technologies is growing larger every year, so D-STAR is now more relevant
than ever. Both as a standard for digital radio transmissions, and as the foundation of an Internet-based,
worldwide communication network for amateur radio. Sooner rather than later, JARL – or any other big
and respectable amateur radio association – should convene a new standards body to release a revised,
modern D-STAR standard, documenting established usage of the protocol and providing new directions
for the future. If that ever happens, hopefully an open voice codec will indeed be an option – either the
one presented here, or any other patent-free solution; in the true spirit of amateur radio.
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Notes – D-STAR is a registered trademark of ICOM, Inc. AMBE is a registered trademark of Digital
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IPV6 FOR AMATEUR RADIO
DANIEL ESTÉVEZ, EA4GPZ / M0HXM

Abstract. Amateur radio operators have allocated the IPv4 AMPRNet block 44.0.0.0/8. This is
routinely used to support several operational networks and experiments, such as the Hamnet. With
the increasing exhaustion of IPv4 address space and the goal of using and advancing state-of-the-art
technology, it seems appropriate to start using IPv6 for this kind of Amateur activities. This paper
gives a proposal of how to distribute IPv6 globally routable address space for Amateur radio use. We
also explain some of the advantages of using IPv6, in comparison to the current IPv4 scheme.

1. Introduction
Currently, Amateur radio operators have the IPv4 AMPRNet [1] block 44.0.0.0/8 allocated for use in
all kinds of Amateur radio related activities, such as organizing computer networks which run partially
or completely over radio frequency links, and partially over the internet, or doing research and experimentation related to TCP/IP networking. An example of a large network running over the AMPRNet
allocation is Hamnet [2].
This large /8 block of IPv4 address space represents more than enough to cover the necessities of all
the projects that have emerged, both now and for the forseable future. However, managing and using
this IPv4 address space is not exempt of inconveniences, which in the author’s opinion could be solved
by using IPv6 addressing instead.
First of all, Amateur radio operators are required by the ITU Radio Regulations to identify their own
transmissions with their callsign. An IPv4 network for Amateur radio should have a way to map IPv4
addresses to Amateur radio callsigns, since packets can eventually be routed through radio frequency
links. However, IPv4 does not provide a good solution to this problem.
Currently, this is solved in an ad-hoc manner in most cases. The endpoints of a radio frequency
link comply with the regulations by broadcasting their own callsign periodically, often piggybacking
this information onto an existing discovery protocol such as CDP [3]. While this may seem enough to
comply with the regulations, it is often impossible to identify which callsign originated a packet that is
being routed through a radio frequency link. The only data at hand is the IPv4 source address, and
it is only possible to map it into a callsign using an online database such as HamnetDB [4] in limited
circumstances.
On the other hand, IPv6 provides an elegant way of mapping addresses onto Amateur callsigns. The
128 bit address length of IPv6 is so large than in many applications the network part of the address uses
only 64 bits, while the remaining 64 least signiﬁcant bits are left to identify the device. This freedom
to construct an IPv6 address is used in many applications. An example of this is the SLAAC protocol
[5], which allows devices to construct an IPv6 address using their 48 bit MAC address, simplifying
IPv6 address conﬁguration. The same freedom can be used both to construct an IPv6 address from an
Amateur radio callsign and to map an IPv6 address following this construction to an Amateur radio
callsign.
The second disadvantage is centralized management. Even though the 44.0.0.0/8 block is very large,
as any shared resource, allocations of this block need to be managed centrally to prevent addressing
conﬂicts. Currently, AMPRNet hands oﬀ large sub-blocks to countries, which in turn split their subblocks into projects or individuals. All this management is a time consuming process and is prone to
disputes.
Here, the advantage of IPv6 is that the address space is so large that it is relatively easy for an
individual to obtain a large block of address space for his own private and/or Amateur radio use.
Many ISPs are giving oﬀ /48 or /56 blocks to individual customers (from which 216 or 28 diﬀerent
/64 networks can be extracted, respectively), and it is also possible to obtain similarly large networks
from tunnel providers such as Hurricane Electric [6] for individuals not having a native IPv6 ISP. This
Date: May 17, 2019.
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makes it possible to construct a decentralized network where individuals or projects use their own IPv6
address space, rather than having to obtain it from a common pool allocated for Amateur radio. Thus,
management costs and possible conﬂicts are reduced signiﬁcantly.
Finally, another disadvantage of IPv4 is address exhaustion. While it seems that the Amateur radio
community will manage to maintain the allocation of the 44.0.0.0/8 block for the near future, IPv4
addresses are by now a very scarce resource, and this large block represents a huge commercial interest.
Several large organizations have relinquished unused address space that was allocated to them in the
early times of the internet. Therefore, it is not impossible that the Amateur radio community might be
forced to free out some of their IPv4 space.
Motivated by how IPv6 manages to solve these problems, and in the interest of advancing Amateur
radio technology to the state-of-the-art by introducing IPv6 into our networks and experiments, this
short paper gives a concrete proposal about how to manage the addressing of an IPv6 Amateur radio
network.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show how to encode
Amateur radio callsigns into IPv6 addresses. Section 3 gives a description of the proposed IPv6 Amateur
radio network, as well as it advantages in comparison to the current AMPRNet. An example of the
conﬁguration of a network site using the ideas given here appears in Section 4. Section 5 gives some
instructions for people interested in joining the network. Some open research ideas are given in Section 6.
The paper is based on a text hosted in the author’s blog [7], which in turn was based on some posts
of the author in the 44net mailing list around 2016 outlining the proposal given here.
2. Encoding Amateur callsigns into IPv6 addresses
As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the key ideas of the proposal described in this article is that
all the IPv6 addresses used for Amateur radio should encode a valid Amateur radio callsign. In this
section we show how to do this.
Amateur radio callsigns are usually composed of up to 6 alphanumeric characters, so it is apparent
that there is plenty of space to encode an Amateur callsign into the 64 least signiﬁcant bits of an IPv6
address. There are several proposals giving concrete methods of how to do this [8, 9, 10]. In this paper,
we consider [8], by Robert S. Quattlebaum, which seems the more complete proposal. However, the
author believes that an Amateur radio IPv6 network should be agnostic to the method used to encode
callsigns into IPv6 addresses. Each participating subnet should be free to choose its own encoding
method, provided that this is consistently used and registered in some online database.
For the reader’s convenience, let us brieﬂy mention the most important features of the encoding
method given in [8]. Amateur callsigns are ﬁrst encoded in a BASE40 character set, which comprises
alphanumeric characters, as well as ‘-’ and ‘/’. This allows the formation of more complicated callsigns,
such as EA4GPZ/P, EA/M0HXM, and also callsigns akin to the SSIDs used in AX.25 [11] to identify
diﬀerent equipment belonging to the same operator (for instance, EA4GPZ-7).
A so called chunk encoding is given to encode three BASE40 characters into 16 bits. This makes it
possible to encode up to 12 characters in 64 bits, thus allowing most kinds of non-standard callsigns.
There are certain advantages to using callsigns shorter than this maximum. For instance, all callsigns up
to 8 characters long (and a few 9 character callsigns) can be encoded into a valid EUI-48 address. EUI-48
addresses are used as MAC addresses in several link layer networks, such as Ethernet. The possibility
to encode Amateur callsigns into not only IPv6 addresses but also Ethernet addresses allows us to have
identiﬁcation directly at the link layer level and also to derive IPv6 addresses automatically by using
SLAAC.
3. The IPv6 Amateur radio network and its advantages
3.1. A network of whitelisted subnets. Another important idea of this proposal is to try to eliminate
centralization and management by requiring individuals and projects to obtain address space by their
own means rather than taking it from a common pool allocated to the Amateur radio community. With
the very large address space of IPv6, and given its current and foreseeable use, this is much more feasible
than in IPv4. Note that this view is contrary to some ongoing developments in the Amateur radio
community. For instance, the IARU R1 VHF Handbook [12] recommends that a global IPv6 allocation
be obtained for Amateur radio usage. In the opinion of the author, requiring that each participant uses
their own address space not only simpliﬁes administrative costs, but also has some associated technical
advantages, such as solving the problems with the source address ﬁltering done by most ISPs.
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Since the IPv6 Amateur radio network is not envisioned as any particular subnet of the globally
routable IPv6 address space, there must be something that gives consistence to the network. The idea
is that the network is formed by an aggregation of unrelated IPv6 globally routable subnets such that:
• The packets that originate from these subnets are valid for routing via an Amateur radio frequency link. In particular, the traﬃc originates from a duly licenced Amateur radio operator.
• Each of these subnets is using a certain mechanism to encode Amateur callsigns into IPv6
addresses as a means to identify the Amateur radio operator which originated the traﬃc.
Therefore, the element that gives consistence to the IPv6 Amateur radio network is a database of the
participating subnets. This database is intended to be used as a kind of whitelist when determining if a
certain IPv6 packet is ﬁt for being routed through a radio frequency link, because both the source and
destination addresses belong to one of the subnets in the whitelist. The database is quite simple. It only
contains an entry for each subnet, with some metadata, such as contact details for the person in charge
of the subnet, and also the encoding method that each particular subnet is using to encode Amateur
callsigns into IPv6 addresses. In this way, anyone can ﬁnd the callsign responsible for a particular IPv6
address in the network, by ﬁrst looking up the subnet in the database and taking note of the encoding
method, and then using it to compute the callsign.
By now, it is not so clear how to publish and maintain this database of whitelisted subnets. It seems
that an online platform such as a wiki or custom web application could be appropriate. The author has
also made some experiments by publishing the whitelisted networks using BGP.
3.2. Reduced administration costs. The maintenance of a simple database of subnets participating in
the Amateur radio IPv6 network is a much simpler task than the allocation of the shared 44.0.0.0/8 block
to interested individuals. Therefore, it seems likely that this method of constructing and administrating
the network will reduce both the management eﬀort and the conﬂicts signiﬁcantly.
In the same spirit of “every individual contributes his own resources to the network”, it is also
envisioned that each participating subnet or individual manages DNS by his own means. Currently, the
domain ampr.org is used for most AMPRNet related projects and applications. This also represents an
added administration eﬀort. Reverse DNS for AMPRNet addresses is handled by the same means as the
ampr.org domain. It seems more appropriate that each individual or project manages DNS as deemed
convenient, and obtains delegations for the reverse DNS from their ISP in the appropriate manner.
3.3. Identiﬁcation of Amateur traﬃc. According to the ITU Radio Regulations as well as the Amateur radio regulations in many countries, all Amateur transmissions must be identiﬁed with the callsign
of the transmitting station. Moreover, there are other limitations regarding transmission of information
by Amateur radio means. For instance, most countries explicitly forbid third party traﬃc, which is understood as the retransmission of messages not originated by or not intended for a licenced Amateur
radio operator. Since the Amateur service cannot be used with any pecuniary interest, the contents
of the allowable messages are also somewhat limited in this respect. Finally, encryption of messages is
forbidden both by the ITU Radio Regulations and by many countries (except in special cases of emergency). Encryption is so often used in networking protocols that some care needs to be taken to decide
which network traﬃc is ﬁt for routing over an Amateur radio frequency link.
Often, this problem is not solved properly. Little is done in many cases, by using ad-hoc solutions
that have evident ﬂaws. While it does not seem easy to develop an approach that is completely fool
proof, IPv6 seems to oﬀer some technical mechanisms that can help. First of all, the requirement that all
the IPv6 addresses participating in the Amateur radio IPv6 network embed the callsign of the operator
responsible for that device and transmission serves both to satisfy the requirement of identiﬁcation of
Amateur transmissions and to prevent third party traﬃc. By making sure that a certain IPv6 packet
has a source and destination address belonging to Amateur operators, we can be sure that its payload is
not to be considered as third party traﬃc.
Clearly, some degree of trust is put on the people participating on the network. This scheme only works
well if IPv6 addresses belonging to the Amateur radio network are used solely for Amateur radio purposes
(i.e., for transmissions acceptable for the Amateur service, in particular, not having any pecuniary interest
or encryption). In any case, the addressing scheme also serves as a way of separating Amateur and nonAmateur equipment in the network of an Amateur operator. Both kinds of equipment often share a
home network. By dividing such network into two subnets and only publishing one in the Amateur radio
whitelist, the distinction between non-Amateur and Amateur traﬃc is simpliﬁed.
Additionally, the whitelist can also be used to distinguish which online services can be accessed
only by licenced Amateur operators. For many online applications, in particular those that may cause
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radio frequency transmissions, such as joining a repeater voice-over-IP conference or operating a club
transceiver remotely, it is necessary to identify the user as a licenced Amateur operator. There is no
readily available solution for doing this, and each service resorts to its own method, which usually involves
maintaining a database of logins for allowed users.
On the other hand, there are also many uses that can be oﬀered to the wide public over the internet,
both as a way of showing Amateur radio publicly and for a matter of convenience. Some examples of
these are WebSDRs or listening to a repeater voice-over-IP conference (without transmitting).
Services of these two types are often mixed and it is an added burden to separate which parts need
authentication and which do not, besides implementing an appropriate authentication method. The IPv6
Amateur radio network can simplify this division. Services that require a licenced Amateur operator can
be conﬁgured to be accessible only from whitelisted IPv6 subnets belonging to the network.
3.4. Source address ﬁltering. Another technical problem that aﬀects the current AMPRNet is that
of source address ﬁltering. Most ISPs will drop uplink packets that are sent from a source address other
than the IP address allocated to the user by the ISP. This prevents users from using addresses from the
44.0.0.0/8 block directly on the internet, since the outgoing packets would be blocked at their ISP.
The usual solution to this problem is to use IPv4-in-IPv4 tunnels (or other tunnelling protocols)
to interconnect the diﬀerent AMPRNet stations over the network. However, this makes most of the
AMPRNet seem like a large VPN and makes the use of globally routable IP addresses less useful. A
large VPN would also work well with private IP addresses. Strictly speaking, only the few stations or
subnets that are announcing their AMPRNet addresses by BGP on the internet are really using the
44.0.0.0/8 block over the internet.
The IPv6 Amateur radio network solves this problem because every user is required to use their
own address space, obtained from their ISP or a tunnel provider. In this way, such an address space
can be used over the internet with no limitations. Subnets participating in the Amateur network can be
connected directly over the internet, without the need for any tunnelling, and IPv6 addresses participating
in the network can also be used to communicate with non-Amateur equipment on the internet (often for
purposes as important as downloading software updates).
3.5. Large blocks for National Societies. Though the proposal given in this paper envisions that
each individual or small project would be required to obtain their own IPv6 address space directly from
their ISP (or a tunnel provider), it also allows for the possibility that large National Societies or other
Amateur societies, such as the IARU regions, may be able to request a larger block directly from their
corresponding RIR, announce that block by BGP directly on the internet and use it to give access
by radio frequency or other means to interested Amateur operators. In this way, such a society would
eﬀectively become an ISP. This approach could still ﬁnd some problems regarding source address ﬁltering,
as detailed above, but nevertheless is compatible with all the ideas outlined in this paper.
4. A case study: the network at EA4GPZ
In this section we give a concrete example by showing how some of the Amateur radio equipment in
the home network of the author has been conﬁgured following the ideas in this paper.
The block that EA4GPZ is using is 2001:470:6915:8000::/49, which has been obtained from the IPv6
tunnel broker at Hurrican Electric [6]. The method used to encode Amateur callsigns into addresses is
the BASE40 method described above.
There are the following devices and callsigns in the network:
• Router: EA4GPZ-X
• Server: EA4GPZ-Z
• User access, 2.4GHz: EA4GPZ-S
• User access, 5GHz: EA4GPZ-C
Note: EA4GPZ-S and EA4GPZ-C are currently oﬄine, but the IPv6 addresses are assigned in the
DNS.
The callsigns -X and -Z have been chosen because they somehow seem suggesting for a router and a
server. The callsigns -S and -C refer to S band (2.4GHz) and C band (5GHz).
The following EUI-48 addresses are assigned to the callsigns above, using the method given in this
paper:
• EA4GPZ-X 42:1F:87:2E:5A:F1
• EA4GPZ-Z 92:1F:87:2E:5A:F1
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• EA4GPZ-S 7A:1F:87:2E:5A:F0
• EA4GPZ-C FA:1F:87:2E:5A:ED
These EUI-48 addresses can be used directly as Ethernet MAC addresses, which is what is being
currently done.
Following the Hamnet terminology, the network 2001:470:6915:8000::/64 is used as a Service-Network
and the network 2001:470:6915:8001::/64 is used as a User-Network. This means that servers run in
the Service-Network and users that connect by the radio frequency access points get addresses from the
User-Network.
The router has the following statically assigned IPv6 addresses:
• 2001:470:6915:8000:421f:87ﬀ:fe2e:5af1
• 2001:470:6915:8001:421f:87ﬀ:fe2e:5af1
In this way, the following IPv6 addresses are generated automatically using SLAAC:
• EA4GPZ-Z 2001:470:6915:8000:901f:87ﬀ:fe2e:5af1
• EA4GPZ-S 2001:470:6915:8001:781f:87ﬀ:fe2e:5af0
• EA4GPZ-C 2001:470:6915:8001:f81f:87ﬀ:fe2e:5aed
The devices which connect through the radio frequency access and have their MAC address properly
set up with their callsign using a BASE40-derived EUI-48 address will also obtain, by using SLAAC, an
IPv6 address that encodes their callsign.
The IPv6 addresses listed above are published in DNS and reverse DNS using the names:
•
•
•
•

EA4GPZ-X router.ea4gpz.destevez.net
EA4GPZ-Z ea4gpz.destevez.net
EA4GPZ-S user-2ghz.ea4gpz.destevez.net
EA4GPZ-C user-5ghz.ea4gpz.destevez.net

Ping from the internet is allowed to all these IP addresses. Access from the internet to the following
services running in ea4gpz.destevez.net is also allowed:
• ssh
• mumble
• dxspider (port 7300)
5. Joining the IPv6 Amateur radio network
The author believes that a key to the success of a good idea is that it gains popularity and adoption.
So far, not many people have become interested about an IPv6 Amateur radio network as detailed in this
paper. There can be several reasons for this, such as the limited number of Amateur operators interested
in this kind of technologies, a limited time for the hobby that gets spent on other aspects of it, or simply
that not enough publicity has been given to these ideas (hopefully this paper will try to solve this last
cause).
Interested Amateur radio operators are invited to contact the author at the email address given at the
end of the paper. As the IPv6 Amateur radio network is a decentralized network where each user oﬀers
his own network resources, it is up to each individual to join it. Interested people with some knowledge
of IPv6 are already able to join the network. This section gives an overview of the steps needed to do
so, depending on the internet connection of the user.
People which already have access to the IPv6 internet and have a globally routable block which is
larger than a /64 and that they can administer can use some subnet of this block for their Amateur
radio equipment. Probably the best idea is to use a /64 as a Service-Network and another /64 as UserNetwork if user access by radio frequency is to be expected. It is recommened to allocate a subnet larger
than these two /64s, as it may become necessary to give blocks to stations connected directly by radio
frequency in the future. An idea is to allocate half of the block available from the ISP for personal or
home use and the other half for Amateur radio use.
Then it is necessary to chose a method to encode callsigns into IPv6 addresses. The method given in
[8] is recommended. It is mandatory that all the globally routable IPv6 addresses in use have a valid
callsign associated using the chosen method. It is also recommended to do so for link-local addresses,
but it is not necessary.
People which do not have access to the IPv6 internet but have a static IPv4 address can obtain a /48
IPv6 subnet by at least two methods:
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• Using 6to4. This only requires some setup on the router. It also requires access to a 6to4
relay (the anycasted IPv4 address 192.88.99.1). Some ISPs do not give access to a relay. The
performance depends on the 6to4 relay you access (there is no control about it, as this depends
depends on the ISP’s routing). The /48 block obtained depends only on the static IPv4 address.
• Using a tunnel broker such as Hurricane Electric [6]. This requires a registration in the broker’s webpage and the set up of the tunnel, as well as some conﬁguration in the router. The
performance depends on the other end of the tunnel. The /48 block obtained in this manner is
assigned by the tunnel broker from his own network.
Depending on the ISP, these methods could give better or worst performance regarding latency and
bandwidth. It is possible to try out both methods and choose the one that gives better performance.
People which have a dynamic IPv4 address can use the tunnel broker from Hurricane Electric [6]. It
oﬀers a service to update the tunnel’s IPv4 address, which is compatible with dyndns’ update protocol.
6. Research ideas
Here we give some ideas which seem interesting topics for research or experimentation, thus advancing
the state-of-the-art of Amateur radio.
• Mobile IP. The author has already performed some preliminary tests with UMIP [13].
• Using Diﬀerentiated Services to decide if the traﬃc should be routed by radio frequency links or
through the internet (whenever both alternatives are possible). This solves the existing problem
that many sites are connected both by the radio frequency links and by the internet, and it is
never clear which to prefer when routing the traﬃc, since certain routes would be best depending
on the intended application.
• Using NAT64, CLAT or SIIT to allow access to the AMPRNet from the Amateur radio IPv6
network.
• Using WHOIS to store the contact data for each subnet participating in the Amateur radio IPv6
network.
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Abstract

Deconstruction of the FT8 open-source FORTRAN code provides insight on the synchronization algorithm. The heart of the synchronization scheme is a Costas Array, a specially designed
square matrix that was invented in 1965 to improve the reliability of underwater sonar. An
intuitive explanation of the Costas Array is given, followed by a detailed description of its
implementation in the FT8 decoder.
Keywords: FT8, WSJT-X, Costas Array
Introduction. FT8 is a sub-mode of WSJT-X that has become extremely popular for working DX because
it enables fast, eﬃcient communication in marginal, weak signal conditions. Forward Error Correction
makes this possible, but it requires that transmitting stations and receiver be synchronized to better than
20 ms in time and less than 1 Hz in frequency. Such precision is generally not possible with amateur radio
equipment using external reference clocks, so the protocol must supply its own synchronization signal.
The diﬀerent WSJT-X modes accomplish this in a variety of ways, depending on the design requirements.
FT8 uses a 7x7 Costas Array [1]. The FT8 decoder performs a coarse search for Costas synchronization
symbols in the 15-second frequency waterfall. Synchronization signals that are above a deﬁned energy
threshold are identiﬁed as candidates for additional decoding. Candidates are adjusted to have initial time
and frequency oﬀset accuracy of about 40 ms and 3 Hz. The synch signal of each candidate is then used in
a second calculation that performs a quasi-coherent cross-correlation to ﬁne-tune the time and frequency
alignment between one or more transmitting stations and the reference frame of the decoder.
Principle of the Costas Array. The following pictorial example can provide an intuitive understanding.
An example of a non-Costas array is the diagonal 3x3 matrix M . All the matrix elements are zero except
along the diagonal at positions M1,1 , M2,2 , and M3,3 . Render the matrix as a mask, with transparent
holes at the three diagonal positions (Figure 1, left). The mask is the frame of reference. An identical
signal array is conﬁgured with LEDs at the same positions as the mask holes (Figure 1, right). Each LED
contributes 1 unit of signal. To get the maximum light transmission of 3 through the mask, it must be
perfectly aligned with the LED array.

Figure 1: 3x3 diagonal mask (left) and LED array (right).
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Figure 2: Misalignment of the mask by 1 array element on each axis (left); Transmission approaching maximum
(right).

A systematic search of x and y is used to ﬁnd the maximum brightness. Misalignment by an amount
Δx = −1 and Δy = +1 is shown in Figure 2, left. Incremental, trial-and-error movement along x and y
eventually locates the three holes (Figure 2, right), until the maximum shown in Figure 1 (right) is attained.
The amount the mask must displaced to attain maximum brightness measures the x and y oﬀsets of the
signal from the reference.
Now assume one of the LEDs is oﬀ at either position M1,1 or M3,3 . A maximum transmitted signal of 2
can be obtained at two diﬀerent alignments: i) correct overlap or ii) a single element displacement in x
and y as shown in Figure 2, left. Because the maximum achievable brightness is reduced from 3 to 2, we
would know that one LED is oﬀ. Loss of one LED, however, introduces alignment ambiguity.

Figure 3: 3x3 Costas Array (left). Position oﬀsets Δx and Δy between signal and reference frames are unambiguously
located even with one LED oﬀ (right).

The Costas Array shown in Figure 3 (left) solves this problem. Holes and LEDs are located at array
positions M1,2 , M2,3 , and M3,1 . If any one of the three LEDs is dark, the two remaining LEDs can be used
to align the mask with no positioning ambiguity (Figure 3, right). Ambiguity returns if two or more LEDs
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are oﬀ.
The 3x3 Costas Array assures alignment accuracy even when any one of the LEDs is compromised. Dark
LEDs represent missing or corrupt data. This situation often occurs on noisy channels such as encountered
in sonar, radar, and weak-signal communications. Maintaining critical time and frequency synchronization
between transmitted and reﬂected signals in submarine sonar motivated research in this area by J.P. Costas
[2].
In the above example, the Costas Array is used for two-axis (x, y) positional accuracy. In communication
applications, the array dimensions are changed to time and frequency.
Costas Array in FT8. The square matrix representing the Costas Array is implemented with discrete
time steps (columns) and frequency steps (rows). In FT8, there are 7 sequential time steps and 7 nonsequential frequency steps. The row values are the integers 3,1,4,0,6,5,2 and the time steps run from 1 to 7
as depicted in Figure 4. This is just one of the 200 possible 7x7 Costas Arrays [3]. The unique footprint of
the Costas Array allows unambiguous alignment of the data stream at the receiving station. The decoder
will look for the expected time sequence of symbols in the received message and attempt to establish the
needed temporal and frequency synchronization between the two stations.

Figure 4: 7x7 Costas Array used in FT8 v2. The time and frequency steps are 160 ms and 6.25 Hz, respectively.

The 7x7 Costas Array is rendered by 7 of the 8 available FT8 tones, occupying 7 time steps. The sequence
of tones is 3,1,4,0,6,5,2. Each tone is one symbol of duration 160 ms and 7 symbols require 1.12 seconds.
To compensate for drift and fading that may occur over the 12.64 second duration of an FT8 transmission
and to accommodate time synchronization oﬀsets in the range: −2 ≤ Δt ≤ +3 seconds, the same Costas
array is inserted at the beginning, middle, and end of each message. This means that 26.6% of each FT8
message is allocated to synchronization.
Figure 5 (left) is a time plot of the imaginary part of the 7x7 Costas Array sampled at 12000 S/sec. This
signal modulates the audio carrier frequency fc selected by the FT8 operator for transmission. In version
2.1 of WSJT-X, Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) has been replaced with Gaussian FSK (GFSK). Transitions
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Figure 5: Left: The 7x7 Costas Array rendered as a sequence of GFSK symbols at 6.25 Hz multiples. The audio
carrier frequency fc has been set to zero for clarity. Right: Comparison of FSK and GFSK at the transition between
Tone 4 and Tone 0.

Figure 6: Arrangement of the 7x7 Costas Array in the transmitted FT8 signal. The synch tones occupy 21 of the
79 symbol bins. The information bits, Forward Error Correction, and Cyclical Redundancy Check are placed in the
remaining 58 bins.
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between the tones (symbols) are not as abrupt (Figure 5, right), resulting in a signiﬁcant reduction of signal
bandwidth [4].
GFSK modulation is identical for the 21 synchronization tones and 58 encoded message symbols. Legacy
FT8 (in versions 1.9 and earlier) uses a 7x7 Costas Array that is the reverse sequence of the current version,
ie. 2,5,6,0,4,1,3. This was changed in version 2 so that the new decoder could potentially recognize signals
from earlier versions of the program. The location of synch tones, however, remains the same (Figure 6).
There is additional bandwidth required for each symbol (tone) to accommodate the baud rate, ie. 6.25 Hz.
Tone 0 occupies frequency f0 = fc ± 3.125 Hz. Tone 7 is f7 = fc + 43.75 ± 3.125 Hz. The total FT8
signal resides in the frequency span: f0 = fc − 3.125 to f7 = fc + 43.75 + 3.125 Hz, which deﬁnes the 50
Hz modulation bandwidth.
Decoding. Signals may appear on a multitude of carrier frequencies anywhere in the receiver audio
passband with an unknown time oﬀset relative to the receiver clock. Figure 7 illustrates two trains of FT8
synchronization symbols. The audio carrier frequencies are located at Tone 0; the time oﬀset between the
two signals is slightly greater than one symbol bin.

Figure 7: Costas Array symbol sequence for two FT8 signals in the receiver passband. The signals are oﬀset in time
by slightly greater than one symbol bin (0.16 s/symbol). Eight of the 79 symbol bins are shown.

The ﬁrst task of the decoder is to establish time synchronization with any incoming data. This is accomplished in a series of operations depicted by the block diagram in Figure 8. Each block is described in more
detail below.
The received FT8 signal is sampled at 12000 S/sec for 15 seconds, generating 180,000 16-bit audio samples.
This corresponds to 180k x 16 = 2.88 Mb of data. Decoding does not commence until all the data has
been acquired.
The decoder begins by searching the data for synchronization signals. This is handled by the FORTRAN
subroutine sync8.f90 in the FT8 source code. The audio energy spectrum is calculated at sequential,
partially overlapping time windows. The time increment is 1/4 of the duration of a single FT8 symbol,
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Figure 8: Block diagram of the FT8 synchronization process.

i.e. 40 ms. 372 individual spectra are obtained, with the last 120 ms of the 15 second data capture ignored.
Spectra are generated by performing a sequence of 372 time-partitioned Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTi
where i=1,2,...372) with data collected from 160 ms time windows, but interleaved by 1/4 symbol. For
example, FFT1 is evaluated for the interval 0–160 ms, FFT2 is 40–200 ms, FFT3 is 80–240 ms, FFT4 is
120–280 ms up to FFT372 for the ﬁnal 160 ms time segment. This is illustrated for the ﬁrst ∼ 1 second of
the received signal in Figure 9.
Each 160 ms sample interval is zero-padded to produce a 320 ms input signal for the FFT calculation;
the FFTi spectra span a frequency range from 3.125 Hz to 6 kHz. The operator sets the FT8 waterfall
frequency range considerably smaller than this, eg. 200–2500 Hz, so only the calculated FFT range matching
the waterfall is used.
The decoder next attempts to obtain time synchronization between the receiving station and a possible
transmitting station at an audio baseline frequency fc . There can be many received stations in the audio
waterfall, each with a diﬀerent fc and time synch oﬀset. The data at fc is scanned for the correct synch
tones employing 125 diﬀerent start times t0 in the range t0 = 0.5 ± 2.5 seconds, where the +0.5 second
oﬀset accounts for the delayed start of transmit. The time search increment is also 40 ms.
Starting at the lowest frequency that was set in the waterfall (eg. fc = 200 Hz) the decoder sums the

Figure 9: Searching for the synch signal at the start of the captured FT8 waveform. FFTs are calculated in the
time intervals depicted by the horizontal bars. If the transmitter and receiver are perfectly aligned, the 7 elements of
the ﬁrst Costas array will be in the intervals FFT1, FFT5, FFT9, FFT13, FFT17, FFT21, and FFT25 (not shown).
The decoder scans 125 diﬀerent time oﬀsets looking for the synch tones. The vertical axis in this plot is meaningless.
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spectral energy density at the expected locations of the 7 Costas synch signals. As an example, when t0
= 0 the energies at the following 7 frequency locations are summed: fc + 18.75 Hz in FFT1 , fc + 6.25 Hz
in FFT5 , fc + 25 Hz in FFT9 , fc in FFT13 , fc + 37.5 Hz in FFT17 , fc + 31.25 Hz in FFT21 , and fc +
12.5 Hz in FFT25 . These are slices of the time-partitioned energy spectrum corresponding to the Costas
array sequence [3,1,4,0,6,5,2]. This synch sum ta is normalized to the spectral content in all of the lowest 7
frequency bins for each of the 7 time intervals. The normalization sum t0a is obtained by adding frequency
bins 0–6 in FFT1 , FFT5 , FFT9 , FFT13 , FFT17 , FFT21 , and FFT25 . There are 7 components in the sum
ta and 49 components in t0a .
This calculation is repeated at the expected location of the remaining two synch signals. For the present
example with t0 = 0, these are time positions 5.76 seconds (Costas tones expected in FFT144 , FFT148 ,
FFT152 , FFT156 , FFT160 , FFT164 , FFT168 ) and 11.52 seconds (Costas tones expected in FFT288 , FFT232 ,
FFT236 , FFT240 , FFT244 , FFT248 , FFT252 ). This produces synch sums tb and tc and normalization sums t0b
and t0c , respectively. The decoder then generates sums t = ta +tb +tc and tN = (t0a +t0b +t0c −ta −tb −tc )/6.
tN represents the averaged energy content of the 6 nominally empty frequency bins at each of the 7 time
positions. The ﬁnal normalized synch signal is Sabc = t/tN .
For each fc , the decode algorithm looks for the maximum total synch signal while scanning 125 time
increments in the range −2 ≤ t0 ≤ 3 seconds. For start times t0 < 0, some or all of the Costas synch signal
ta will not be available. To accommodate this, a second normalized synch signal Sbc is calculated as above,
except ta and t0a are ignored. The larger value of either Sabc or Sbc is recorded as the total synch signal at
fc for each of the 125 start times. Normalization allows Sabc and Sbc to be directly compared despite their
diﬀerent data counts.
The frequency fc is incremented by 3.125 Hz and the above time synch calculation repeated. The frequency
iteration process continues until the highest frequency that was set in the waterfall is reached. For waterfall
audio in the range fc = 200–2500 Hz, there will be 737 x 125 = 92,125 synchronization calculations
performed for each 15-second FT8 receive interval.
A 2-dimensional array holds the best (strongest) total synch signal for each fc and the corresponding index
of its time oﬀset. This array is sorted from weakest to strongest signals using the FORTRAN subroutine
in indexx.f90 [5]. A baseline synch signal is established at the approximate midway point of the sorted
array range; all synch signals in the array are normalized to this value. This means only about half of the
captured audio spectrum will have synch signals with a normalized value ≥ 1.
Starting with the strongest normalized synch signal, the decoder checks for values ≥ 1.5. If the strongest
normalized synch signal is < 1.5, the decoder exits. Signals above the 1.5 threshold are tagged as candidates
for further decoding. The audio baseline frequency fc , time synch oﬀset, and normalized synch signal of
each candidate are recorded. As many as 200 candidate signals can be acquired. If there are two candidates
within 4 Hz of each other, however, the weaker candidate is discarded.
At this point, synchronization has been established to 3.125 Hz and 40 ms for every candidate signal in the
waterfall display. Greater accuracy is possible using coherent detection with the FORTRAN subroutine
ft8b.f90.
The ﬁrst operation in ft8b is to reacquire the spectrum of the complete 15-second FT8 signal. This
is accomplished with a call to the subroutine ft8 downsample.f90, which performs a FFT. A frequency
resolution of 0.0625 Hz is obtained by zero-padding the time signal by 1 second to make 192,000 total time
steps at 12000 samples/second.
There is a carrier frequency fc associated with each candidate. The decoder locates fc in the spectrum and
slices out the portion fc − 9.375 Hz to fc + 53.125 Hz representing 1000 sample points. fc is subtracted
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from this array subset to baseline the spectrum at fc = 0 Hz. An inverse FFT is then performed on
the frequency-shifted spectrum to generate a complex time domain signal (i.e. in-phase and quadrature,
phase-shifted +90◦ ) without the carrier. The 16-second complex temporal waveforms have 3200 points,
giving 5 ms resolution. Each candidate signal is re-cast in complex form to enable tighter synchronization
and eventual decoding.
The decoder enters subroutine sync8d.f90 and generates a complex reference waveform with k = 7 symbols
Rk,m representing the FT8 Costas Array. Because the correlation calculations make a heavy demand on the
processor, the sampling rate is reduced by a factor 60 compared to the waveform shown in Figure 5. The
Costas Array used in this subroutine has m = 32 samples/symbol separated by 5 ms. GFSK smoothing is
not eﬀective at the coarser resolution, so the reference waveforms are rendered with standard FSK (upper
2 traces in Fig. 10).

Figure 10: Real (top) and imaginary (middle) components of the reference complex Costas Array waveform with
32 points/symbol as generated by subroutine sync8d.f90. There is padding with Tone 0 on both sides for the crosscorrelation calculations. The bottom waveform depicts the imaginary component of a simulated received signal with
Gaussian amplitude white noise; signal-to-noise ratio is 2:1. Not shown is a similar noisy waveform for the real
component. Waveforms are displaced vertically for clarity.
The candidate signal is trimmed to 3125 data points separated by 5 ms and contains up to three Costas Array synch waveforms Cj,k,m located at the beginning (j=1), middle (j=2), and end (j=3). Each candidate
has time synchronization already established to ± 40 ms, so it is only necessary to search within this 80 ms
range with n = 17 time-step iterations of 5 ms/step. This is implemented with a cross-correlation between
the received symbols C and reference symbols R in the Costas Array as follows. A complex product is
calculated for each received symbol C at each Costas Array location j:
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zj,k =

32

m=1

∗
Cj,k,m Rk,m

(1)

where each of the m = 1−32 elements (i.e. sample points) of a symbol C is multiplied with the corresponding
element in the complex conjugate of the reference symbol R∗ . The squared amplitude of each calculation
in Equation (1) is summed to produce the aggregate synchronization signal:
Tn =

7



|z1,k |2 + |z2,k |2 + |z3,k |2



(2)

k=1

Tn is evaluated at n = 17 diﬀerent time alignments between C and R: Δt = −40, −35, ...0... + 35, +40 ms.
At each time step n, j × k = 21 individual correlations are performed, each with duration of one symbol,
i.e. 160 ms. The decoder looks for the maximum value of Tn and sets this as the ﬁnal time synchronization
point.
Long duration correlations using the entire 7-symbol sequence of the Costas Array can, in principle, generate
sharper peaks. This is not practical because signal coherence may be lost over the propagation path on
a timescale approaching 1 second. Moreover, the carrier phase may be misaligned with respect to the
reference Costas Array waveform anywhere in the range 0−2π. The summed correlation power of individual
symbols given by Equation (2) produces a useful peak without any knowledge of the carrier phase oﬀset.
Coherence is only required for the duration of each 160 ms symbol.
The operation described above can be illustrated by calculating cross-correlations of the reference Costas
Array with simulated received signals. Representative waveforms are shown in Figure 10. The top and
middle waveforms are the real and imaginary (quadrature) components, respectively, of the reference Costas
Array, i.e. without noise. The bottom waveform shows the imaginary component with additive Gaussian
white noise at a signal-to-noise ratio of 2:1 as might be encountered with a weak received signal [6].
Calculated cross-correlations for a single FT8 Costas Array [3,1,4,0,6,5,2] are shown in Figure 11, representing just one term on the right side of Equation (2). A noise-free sequence of 7 symbols establishes
the synchronization point to better than 10 ms (solid curve). The three dashed curves show the eﬀect of
additive Gaussian white noise at a signal-to-noise ratio of 2:1. The correct synchronization point is still
located with an accuracy of ± 10 ms. This illustration is for a single Costas Array sequence; there may be
as many as two more additional signals zj available on the received signal to produce a useful maximum
in T .
Fine frequency adjustment is performed with a cross-correlation using the same subroutine sync8.f90 and
procedure outlined above. The frequency is scanned in n = 11 increments of Δf = 0.5 Hz/step over the
range ± 2.5 Hz. This corresponds to an incremental phase scan of Δφ = −4.5◦ , −3.6◦ , ...0◦ ... + 4.5◦ in an
attempt to peak the cross-correlation Tn . This second cross-correlation brings frequency synchronization
to within 1 Hz. The time and frequency corrections determined by the two cross-correlations are then
applied to the corresponding candidate data set to establish the desired synchronization.
Before attempting to decode the message contained in the 58 information bins, the ft8b subroutine makes a
ﬁnal quality check of the optimized synchronization. A sequence of 79 time-partitioned FFTs is performed
at the time slot of every tone in the entire candidate signal. Each 160 ms symbol has 32 sample points
that are used by the FFT algorithm to calculate its complex spectrum. The ﬁrst 8 points in the FFT data
array correspond to the energy content in the 8 FT8 tones; only these 8 frequency bins are of interest. The
FT8 tone with the largest magnitude is assigned to that bin. In this way, the 21 synchronization bins are
assigned one of the FT8 tones. The information bins are evaluated with a separate procedure.
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Figure 11: Simulated cross-correlations using a single FT8 Costas Array [3,1,4,0,6,5,2]. A noise-free, perfectly
phase-aligned correlation is depicted with the solid black line. The dashed curves are for signals having carrier phase
randomly aligned with the reference plus additive Gaussian white noise; signal-to-noise 2:1.

The next step is to compare the tones that have been assigned to bins 1–7, 37–43, and 73–79 with the tones
expected for the Costas Array, i.e. the tone sequence 3,1,4,0,6,5,2 as shown in Figure 6. Three error-free
sequences results in the maximum possible 21 matches. Because of the powerful Forward Error Correction
present in the coded messages, the decoder can reliably proceed with as little as 7 matches. Fewer than 7
matches will cause the decoder to give up and evaluate the next candidate.
Acknowledgements. Helpful dialogue was provided by J. Frazier (KC5RUO), P. Karn (KA9Q), S. Franke
(K9AN), and J. Taylor (K1JT).
Disclaimer: This is not oﬃcial documentation for the WSJT-X open source project. It represents the
author’s best understanding of the FT8 synchronization scheme. There may be errors and misconceptions.
Updates to this document will be posted at: www.sportscliche.com/wb2fko/tech.html.
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WSPR in an educational Project
How to simply program a WSPR transmission with an Arduino?
Anthony LE CREN, F4GOH
f4goh@orange.fr
Abstract
Since several years I have been trying to design projects to promote HAM radio,and especially for
young people who want to pass their radio license. But most of the time, projects are complicated
and require a good level of electronics. The article described below is for people who know to blink a
led with an Arduino and wiring a breadboard.
Introduction
The idea is to generate WSPR signal with an AD9850 controlled by an Arduino, A DS3231 RTC
synchronize time to transmit WSPR. The level of programming has been limited to the easiest, in
fact, a simple loop makes it possible to transmit the WSPR signal.In addition the assembly can be
wired on a breadboard step by step. You will learn how to program a DDS, make filters and setting
the transmission frequency.
WSPR beacon features:
Arduino nano (atmega328P) based microcontroller :
x Support Arduino IDE 1.0+ (OSX/Win/Linux)
x Power via USB or External Source + 5v
x 2 I/O Pins (for GPS receiver)
x Removable filter
x AD9850 DDS
x RTC DS3231
x BS170 power amplifier 0.1W
x Fit in Aluminium Instrument Box Enclosure Case 100x66x43
x PCB available
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1 Description

The real-time clock synchronizes Arduino to transmit every even minute. The Oled screen is optional
and simply displays the time. DDS (Direct Digital Synthesis) generates an RF signal. The transistor
BS170 is used as a class E amplifier and requires a low-pass filter.
Schematics:
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Two ways to use bs170 :
– use QN (J2) DDS output and replace C7 capacitor by a strap. don’t put R3,C6,R4,L1, and left j8
open (this is the configuration i used). Adjust DDS 9850 trim to have a ~ « square wave » at the QN
output. When transmission is OFF QN voltage should be 0V. Use any scope, you can find GND
connection at PT5.
– use SINB(J2) and apply voltage polarization on BS170 gate. (put R3,C6,R4,L1 and strap J8) then
apply analogWrite command on nano pin 6. (to adjust gain by software). if gain value is too high
bs170 may be destroyed.
You can find a pad space to experiment your own stuff and change bs170 to another transistor.
J1 connector could be dedicated for GPS input. But it can be used for another things like external
lowpass filter commutation.
Ds1820 is planned just for fun, to send temperature by RTTY or PSK modulation.

The transmitter can be wired on a breadboard
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2 How to program AD9850 DDS?

Arduino nano uses its SPI (Serial Peripheral interface) to update the frequency in the DDS

The frequency is not update in HZ. You must send a 32-bit word proportional to the frequency as
shown in the formula below.
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3 WSPR encoding

To generate symbols, execute WSPR symbols generator :
-



Put your callsign
Put your locator
And finish by power (20 dBm for 0.1W)
Click Generate
Paste symbols on wsprSimple.ino program.
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The FOR loop simply transmit the WSPR signal :

4 Build a low pass filter (40 meters, 7.2 Mhz)
The best way is use svcfilter designer. This software calculates inductors and capacitors for any
bandwith.
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Use mini tore calculator software to check
numbers of turns:
t30-2 :19 turns
ft37-43 (BS170 drain inductor): 18 turns

5 Conclusion
It was a pleasure to study DDS and WSPR modulation. This project was designed essentially for
makers. Adapt it as you want.There are more screenshots on my web page. Reports are incredible
with an 5V USB power.
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Portable Audio Frequency-Shift Keying Sensors using a Hamshield mini
Nolan Pearceכ, KE8JCT, Stephen S. Hamiltonכ,†, KJ5HY and Kate J Duncanכ,†, KB2ZOO
United States Military Academy*, Army Cyber Institute†
{ nolan.pearce, stephen.hamilton, katherine.duncan}@westpoint.edu
Abstract
The newly developed Hamshield mini and commercially available electronic devices integrated with
the Hamshield can be used to create an auto-reporting ham radio motion detector. Open-source
Arduino code, a Passive Infrared (PIR) sensor, and looped audio frequency shift keying (AFSK)
transmissions were assembled to create a low-power, low-cost, open library, small form-factor device
that expands upon current automatic remote beacon sensors. In this paper, we detail an open-source
amateur radio QRP VHF/UHF packet radio using the Hamshield. Furthermore, the compatibility with
Arduino single-board microcontrollers will enable current amateur radio technologies.
Key Words
QRP, Arduino, Packet, AFSK, Automation
Introduction/Background
The Hamshield mini is a new crowd-funded piece of amateur radio technology that appears
constrained only by its user’s imagination; the mini is capable of data, voice, CW, remote control, and
telemetry all within a form factor of approximately a USB stick. This new device is part of a larger
trend in technology where fast, cheap, open source projects replace legacy hardware systems as is
often performed with the Raspberry Pi. This “rapid prototyping” utilizes readily available feedback to
provide quick solutions to simple problems and for which no conventional solution exists. This project
is intended to provide substance and evidence for ad-hoc solutions to unusual and emergent situations,
while utilizing the Hamshield.
Solution
The Hamshield mini is integrated with a PIR sensors to form a mobile movement detector. This device
automatically relays a predetermined AFSK message on the 2m ham band when triggered by a change
in the PIR sensors output voltage. This message can then be decoded on a remote ground station far
from the sensor itself. The PIR sensor’s low voltage operation and small form factor made it easily
compatible with the end goal of the project. To create this code, the Hamshield’s AFSK example code
on github [1] was downloaded and modified for this project. This was then combined with another
open-sourced demonstration of the PIR sensor [4] and modified to run in a continuous loop. Figure 1
describes the schematic of the system.
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Figure1

Design
Several competing factors created the final design of the device. The Hamshield’s low-cost and aspects
such as low power consumption, small form factor, and open-source code, were factors in deciding on
it for the use as our disposable remote sensor. First, the goal of the project was to develop a low-cost,
open source solution for an AFSK mobile messaging movement detector. Arduino pro minis have
common libraries and low operating voltage (3.3 Volts) and cost as little as $10. Next, the system
needed to be battery-powered with an extended lifespan (24 hours). Anker phone batteries provide
long battery life and are the same size of a mini breadboard. Additionally, the Hamshield operates at a
power output of 200 milliwatts [1], which is desirable for line-of-sight QRP (low power)
communications. Finally, the device must have as small form factor; although the Hamshield mini was
prototyped with longer wires plugging directly above the Arduino on the breadboard this form factor
can be reduced.

Figure2

Figure 2 shows the prototyped product; clearly visible are the battery, Arduino mini, PIR sensor, and
Hamshield over top of the microcontroller. The antenna, an ANT-500, acted as the largest component
of this system: a promising feature of this project is the ability in integrate more features onto the
Arduino to increase capabilities, such as a distance measurer or other telemetry devices.
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Results
The finished project operates effectively with low power consumption, a small form factor, and easily
obtainable components (the total system cost was under $70). The code remains open-source and
compatible with Arduino technology [3]. Due to the operating voltage of the PIR sensor (using lowpower 3.33 Volts instead of 5 Volts), its sensitivity results in minimal false positives for movement.
However, even with the low radiated power of the system, and the low-profile ANT-500 antenna, the
testing was successful. Measured tests showed the furthest transmission range to be approximately 50
meters, which could be increased by using a higher gain antenna. The decoding station operated from a
portable laptop with QTMM (freeware AFSK decoding software) and an RTL-SDR. Figure 3 shows
the output from the decoder.

Figure 3
The small size of the device enables the system to be integrated into various situations, and with
proper construction and enclosure, the device can be used in most environments. The “fish-eye” lens of
the PIR sensor also allows for a wide coverage area (5m), with just a single device.
Conclusion
The increase in crowdfunded and open source radio technology represents a change in the mindset of
engineer solutions for communications; oftentimes these rapid prototyping devices offer quicker
feedback than conventional research and development methods. This project stands as a demonstration
towards the usefulness of this technology. Using commercially available components, the Hamshield
mini performs effectively as a remote PIR sensor. In further studies, the Hamshield’s capabilities can
be expanded. The Hamshield, could operate as an APRS telemetry station, due to the AX.25 packet
protocols and its compatibility with Arduino, with customize transmission data packets. This
Hamshield based APRS telemetry station also would be more cost effective compared to consumergrade equipment. Multiple nodes and digipeaters can expand the propagation of the warning signals
and increase their effectiveness. Overall, these commercially available component-based systems that
operate on open-source code can be expanded upon and researched for their novelty in solving amateur
radio problems.
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An FPGA Learning Experience: SPI Interface to Max10
FPGA
Gregory Raven, KF5N
greg.electricity@gmail.com
July 31, 2019
Abstract
A story of learning FPGA technology with the evolution of a simple project.

1

Introduction

This is the “Golden Age” of SBCs (Single Board Computers) and microcontroller boards. Walk into your
favorite brick-and-mortar bookstore (if you can ﬁnd one), and check out the magazine shelf. You will ﬁnd
several magazines, or “book-a-zines” dedicated to “Arduino” or “Raspberry Pi”. On the bookshelves you
will ﬁnd a few books on Arduino and RPi, maybe even one for BeagleBone.
Or look in the magazine ”Make”, or use their “Makers’ Guide to Boards”:

Using the above webpage, you can select a “Type” of board from three categories:
• Microcontroller
• Single Board Computer
• FPGA
While there are dozens of boards listed, there are only three shown for “FPGA”. This list is not entirely
accurate, as more FPGA boards do exist, however, it gives an idea of the relative scarcity of FPGA boards.
There are a ton of resources online, and dozens of books and magazines on SBCs which you can ﬁnd at
the local bookstore. The ARRL store sells several SBC themed books as well, but the web store shows
none on FPGA.
I think it is fair to say that FPGA technology has not made it very far into the ranks of hobbyists. Amateur
radio experimenters have certainly been pioneers in FPGA, with numerous “Software Deﬁned Radio”
projects going back to the era when the devices were really expensive. FPGA is an amazing technology, a
sort of “3D printer of digital electronics”. Perhaps there are other applications of FPGA within the amateur
radio world in addition to SDR which can be explored?
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I wanted to experiment with this FPGA stuff! The current crop of devices and boards has lowered the cost
of entry. This is my story of a ﬁrst project in FPGA. Hopefully it can be shown that FPGA projects are
within reach, and other hams can be encouraged to try working with this fascinating technology.

2

Why?

Why work with FPGAs? Aren’t SBCs good enough?
I like to think of FPGAs as a sort of “3D printer for electronics”. A loose analogy yes, but the point is that
FPGAs allow you to create new digital circuits at will. It is HARDWARE not software! This gives you
the power to create multiple speciﬁcally targeted digital machines which can work independently of one
another. This is the capability that SDR uses to crunch DSP math very efﬁciently while handling data ﬂow
simultaneously. A list of FPGA applications from Wikipedia:

FPGAs will almost certainly be used in combination with conventional “hard” computing devices (like
your laptop or Raspberry Pi). Think of an FPGA as a capability you can add to your SBC to expand its
capabilities into high-efﬁciency computing and the real-time domain.

3

Where to Start

When I began my FPGA quest, I was already familiar with the most common SBCs and microcontroller
boards, the Arduino, the BeagleBone, and the Raspberry Pi. It a good thing to have some experience developing with an SBC before attempting to tackle FPGA. In my case, I spent quite a bit of time developing
several projects on the BeagleBone Black. Many of the skills learned working with SBCs will apply to
FPGAs.
One of the ways I went up the learning curve on SBCs was this lecture series by Bruce Land of Cornell
University:

This course uses a PIC32 microcontroller board. However, the material in the lectures is generic enough
to apply to any board which can be programmed in C. Even better, a second course covers FPGA!

and the matching website:

Watching a few of the youtube videos gave me a pretty good idea of what was involved in FPGA work.
I didn’t use the same development board as used in this course, but I did use another Intel FPGA based
board. So the development tools and general ﬂow of working with the FPGA are similar.
You will need to use a variety of resources to answer questions and solve problems as you go up the FPGA
learning curve. It seemed to me that most of the effort required to learn FPGA is in handling a large
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quantity of details. You will need to spend a lot of hours viewing videos, reading, and taking notes. I think
that FPGAs require at least a little more effort than working with SBCs.

4

Your FPGA Manufacturer Web Site

You will need to get an account at your FPGA manufacturer’s website. I used an Intel based board, and
the account was free. On the Intel site, you will have access to large amounts of learning resources for
FPGA. Be prepared to spend many hours watching videos and studying documentation, whatever FPGA
you have chosen. Intel has good material, and you can learn a lot! A recommended starting point is the
video series “Become an FPGA Designer in 4 Hours”. The 4 hours part is perhaps a bit optimistic, but it
will give you a good early acceleration:

5

Github Repository for this Project

The documentation and code for this project is located in this git repository:

6

Choosing a Development Board

The ﬁrst FPGA development board I purchased was the Numato Lab “Elbert V2” ($29.95) This board has
the Xilinx XC3S50A Spartan 3A FPGA device containing 1584 logic cells and 54 KB RAM. The board
has a nice selection of peripherals which can be driven by the FPGA:
• 16 MB Flash Memory
• USB 2.0 interface for Flash programming
• 8 LEDs
• 6 push buttons
• DIP switch
• VGA connector
• Audio connector
• SD card adapter
• 3x 7 segment LED
• 39 IOs
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Note that the USB capability of this board is for Flash programming only. It is not a general purpose
interface to the FPGA.
The reason for choosing the Elbert V2 was the book “Programming FPGAs" by Simon Monk. The book
features the Elbert, along with the “Mojo” and “Papilio” boards. This book is one of the very few “hobbyist” style books I could ﬁnd.
If you have a speciﬁc application, then it will be straightforward to decide if the development board meets
your requirements. For a person motivated to learn FPGA without without a speciﬁc application in mind
should choose a board with more peripheral devices than less. Also note that the example above has
39 IOs, which allows for additional peripherals to be installed. If the IO pins are in the format used by
Arduino, the addition of peripherals will be easy to accomplish.
I was able to install the development software for the Elbert and work through a few of the projects in the
book. However, I found the development tools lacking in one area. I was interested in using a more modern
version of Verilog, called “SystemVerilog”. The development tools for the Elbert V2 do not support that,
so more searching was required.
My motivation for SystemVerilog was to try some of the new features, including those used for “testbenches” (simulation). That is only an expression of my particular interest, as the Verilog used in the
Xilinx tool for this device is ﬁne and can be used for maximum beneﬁt with this device. This does, however, indicate that the development environment which mates up with the FPGA device is as important as
the device itself. So before you choose a board, be sure to download and install the development tools
ﬁrst. Look at the documentation and decide if you will be comfortable with that particular development
tool capabilities.
Looking around a bit more, I found this board after viewing Bruce Land’s great lecture series on youtube:

The DE1-SOC is used in Cornell’s “ECE 5760 Advanced Microcontroller Design and system-on-chip”
course.
The board requires the "Quartus" development tool, which met my requirement for SystemVerilog. However, the FPGA on this board is well beyond a beginner! This board uses an advanced ”System On Chip”
(SOC) which is a combination of microcontroller (dual-core ARM Cortex A9) and FPGA in a single
device. Price is $249, which seemed a little steep for a project which might not work out. The added
complexity of the ARM processors, having to deal with an unfamiliar distribution of Linux running on
the ARM processors, and the all of the extra work involved seemed like too much. Indeed this board is
immensely capable, so maybe I will come back to it in the future!
Fortunately the same company, Terasic, makes boards with less complex FPGAs (and less expensive).
Searching their site, I found this board, the DE10-Lite ($85):

This looked like a good choice, and I purchased it. Later when doing internet searches, I found there are
plenty of example projects already available for this board. It seems to be at moderately popular in the
academic world, and some courses have been based on this board. The MAX10 FPGA is well supported,
although it is not included in the latest version of the Quartus development tool (latest version supported
2018).
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A good feature of this board is the Arduino compatible expansion header. In general, the DE10-Lite has
been easy to work with, and seems to be robust. I’ve been using it for many months and it is still alive!

7

A Project Inspiration: JTAG to FTDI SPI Interface

The inspiration for this project came from a a search at github.com on DE10-Lite:

This is a nice collection of work done with the DE10-Lite board for academic purposes. What really got
my attention is the project play_gif:

The interesting feature of this project is the usage of the USB to load data (animated GIF image ﬁle) to
the FPGA. So this is a data pipeline from a Linux desktop to the FPGA which is built into the board! This
met my requirement that I be able to control the FPGA remotely from a desktop (or SBC) computer.
The interface is via “JTAG”, which is typically used as a debugging interface. It is not speciﬁcally intended
for mass data transfer, but in this case it was pressed into service.
The interface is a bit clunky to use. It requires a “TCL Server”, and a running instance of the Quartus
development tool! Not exactly what I was looking for, but I got the demo to work easily! It is very nicely
done work demonstrating several features of FPGA technology.
The way it works is conceptually simple. The FPGA part of the project implements a VGA1 interface
to the connector on the DE10-Lite board. The image loaded from the desktop computer is sliced into
its constituent “frames”. Another interesting aspect of the project is the interface to the SDRAM of the
DE10-Lite which is a 64MB external part on the board. The sliced-up image is loaded into the SDRAM,
and then another control module pages the VGA output through the memory. Thus you see the animated
GIF displayed on the monitor. Really you are seeing in a very direct manner the data loaded into the
SDRAM. Cool!

7.1

IP and Platform Designer

First, a little bit of FPGA jargon. “Intellectual Property” (IP) in the context of semiconductor devices is
a block of circuitry which has been heavily engineered and reﬁned to perform some particular function.
It could be patented or otherwise protected from duplication by competitors. Due to the way integrated
circuits are manufactured, blocks of ”IP” can be added to the silicon and be expected to perform to the IP
owner’s speciﬁcations. Typically IP can be included as part of a design kit, or it can be paid for with a
license fee.
IP is good because it can reduce engineering design effort, improve performance, and enhance quality.
The trade-off is license fee cost, and you don’t necessarily get exactly what you want.
1 VGA
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is a relatively simple video standard which seems to be common on many FPGA development boards.

In our case, we are given a whole bunch of IP for free that we can experiment with! This is bundled into
“Platform Designer” which is a tool-within-a-tool in the Quartus design suite.
To do justice to this there should be an entire section on “Platform Designer”. I will summarize here. There
are excellent video Platform Designer tutorials which you can access if you register for a free account at
the Intel web site.
“Platform Designer” is a building-block system. You get a library of IP, along with a mechanism to hook
them together. The design is bundled into a “Qsys” ﬁle. Let’s have a look at the Qsys part of the play_gif
project:

Figure 1: Play_gif project Qsys ﬁle
The upper left corner of the GUI is the library of IP. Some of the categories:
• Basic Functions
• DSP
• Memory Interfaces
• Processors and Peripherals (including a “Nios” processor)
• Memory Interfaces and Controllers
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There is a sort of “sub-library” called “University Program” which includes:
• Audio and Video
• Bridges
• Clocks
• Communication
• Generic IO
• Memory
The project used this IP:
1. ALTPLL Intel FPGA IP
2. JTAG to Avalon Master Bridge
3. DRAM Controller Intel FPGA IP
4. External Bus to Avalon Bridge
5. Clock Bridge
6. (Parallel IO) Intel FPGA IP
The above IP can be seen in the column “Name”. There are two instantiations of the Parallel IO. In the
column “Connections” can be seen the graphical interconnections between the IP blocks. Connections are
made by simply clicking on the circles at the intersections of the “wires” between the IP. Thus an entire
system can be assembled using this GUI. No writing of Verilog required! The project does include some
hand-written Verilog. This “Qsys” design is “dropped in” to the project as a Verilog module.
Here is what the system looks like:

Figure 2: Play_gif JTAG Interface System Diagram
What this diagram does not show is the requirement for a running Quartus and a TCL/JTAG server program.
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The “Avalon Interconnect” deserves some explanation. This is a system bus used in the MAX10 FPGA.
From the Avalon Interface speciﬁcation:
R interfaces simplify system design by allowing you to easily connect components
Avalon
R FPGA. The Avalon interface family deﬁnes interfaces appropriate for streaming
in Intel
high-speed data, reading and writing registers and memory, and controlling off-chip devices.
Components available in Platform Designer incorporate these standard interfaces. Additionally, you can incorporate Avalon interfaces in custom components, enhancing the interoperability of designs.

It is an internal bus standard used to connect Avalon bus masters and slaves. So it is a single-click process
to connect Avalon components in Platform Designer. It is really amazing what you get for such little
effort!
This project is interesting, and shows a path to communication between a desktop computer and the FPGA.
However, the JTAG + Quartus + TCL/JTAG Server is cumbersome. A SPI to Avalon bus IP component
is listed in the catalog. What if the JTAG and development tools could be replaced by something simpler
like a SPI bus?
So that is what evolved into my “introductory FPGA project”. The revised system diagram:

AVALON INTERCONNECT

FT232HQ
USB-SPI

SPI AVALON

EXTERNAL BUS

SLAVE

TO AVALON

Line Buer

DESKTOP
MACHINE

FRAME
COUNT/SPEED

SDRAM
CONTROLLER

VGA
CONTROLLER

SDRAM

VGA

MAX10

Figure 3: Play_gif with SPI System Diagram
The signiﬁcant change on the FPGA is the swapping of the JTAG Avalon bus master with the SPI-Avalon
slave. This was not entirely a drop-in replacement, as there were changes to reset and clock connections
in addition to swapping JTAG to SPI components. But it is easy, and the swapping can be done in a couple
of minutes.
External to the DE10-Lite board, there is a USB to SPI adapter board. This board is based on the FT232H
chip by FTDI. This can be bought from eBay for about $10. Search for “ft232 spi” and you will ﬁnd
several options. I recommend one with headers to allow it to be plugged into a common breadboard. The
FTDI device requires a shared library (libMPSSE) to be installed:

Other changes required for SPI:
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• The ports on the QSYS module changed (JTAG -> SPI), thus the Verilog module in which it is
instantiated required minor changes. This was done with the text editor feature of Quartus.
• Another change is required to the FPGA pins. The new SPI bus must be routed to some easily
accessible header on the DE10-Lite board. Since the board has an Arduino compatible header, and
this header has a standard set of four pins for SPI, those pins were used. The details can be seen in
the DE10-Lite manual provided by Terasic. The “Pin Planner” tool was used to make the changes.
• The “Synopsys Design Constraints” (.sdc) ﬁle was updated to incorporate the SPI bus.
Here is the rapid-prototype breadboard hook-up:

Figure 4: DE10-Lite Connected to FTDI SPI Breakout
In spite of the length of the breadboard jumper wires, the SPI interface performed remarkably well right
up to the FTDI clock limit of 30 MHz.

8

SPI Driver in Julia Programming Language

The github project from which mine was derived uses a programming language called “Julia” in the JTAG
server and for image data processing:

This was a language I had heard about, but I had never tried it. To duplicate and run the original project, I
had to install the language binary. The program does the processing of the GIF image, and then sends the
data to the FPGA via the JTAG server and USB-to-JTAG interface.
It was simple to install the server and run the Julia program. It all worked ﬁrst time! Later, I installed the
Atom IDE which has a Julia plug-in. It’s great!
Rather than reinventing the wheel, I decided to use the image processing portion of the Julia program.
However, how to drive the FTDI SPI device? I needed something to replace the JTAG server.
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The FTDI USB-to-SPI device is supported with a C shared library. This library has the initialization, read,
write, and shutdown command necessary to work with the device.
Fortuitously, the Julia language includes the capability to call C library functions in a very direct way! I
was skeptical at ﬁrst, but I quickly had the SPI device’s initialization function running and returning with
no error. The other required functions were quickly added. I now had full control of the SPI bus from the
command line!
When I say “command line”, in the case of Julia I am referring to the “Read Eval Print Loop”, called the
REPL. This functionality is similar to Python, and is my favorite way to develop code. I also used the
“Atom” IDE, which has a plug-in for the Julia language. It is a new language, and has a few quirks like all
of them do, but so far I am impressed!
At ﬁrst, Julia was also used to access a shared library which was taken from an Altera demo project of
the SPI-Avalon bus master. This library was responsible for reading and writing “Avalon Packets”. This
is the protocol used by the Avalon bus. I was able to successfully translate the Altera library to Julia. This
is working well and the system is able to read and write to the SPI and thus the FPGA Avalon bus, the
parallel ports, and the SDRAM.

ATOM IDE
JULIA
CODE

DE10-LITE

DESKTOP

USB SPI

MAX10

FT232H

VGA
MONITOR

SDRAM
UBUNTU
18.04

Figure 5: Project System: Desktop -> USB-to-SPI -> FPGA -> VGA Monitor
The Julia code is located in the “src” directory of the github repository linked in the introduction.

9

FPGA and Verilog Books

Notes on books which might be useful to an FPGA beginner.

9.1

Hobbyist FPGA Books

"Designing Video Game Hardware in Verilog" Steven Hugg, ﬁrst printing 2018
A very practical introduction to digital hardware using the early history of video games as a means of
illustrating the technology. The book includes signiﬁcant introduction to Verilog and its relationship to the
physical circuitry.
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However, it is not primarily an FPGA book! The reader is encouraged to use a web-based Verilog simulator:

There is an example FPGA which uses the iCE40HX-1K iCEstick. This is a low-cost device ($40 on
Amazon). Development can proceed with the ofﬁcial Lattice tool chain, or with an open-source system
known as “IceStorm”:

“Programming FPGAs, Getting Started in Verilog” Simon Monk, 2017 McGraw-Hill Education
Good coverage of beginning FPGA using the boards Elbert 2, Mojo, and Papilio.

9.2

Verilog

You will need to go up the learning curve on Verilog (or VHDL). Here are a couple of inexpensive books
(< $20) which will get you going:
“Designing Digital Systems with SystemVerilog” Brent E. Nelson, Brigham Young University

“Exploring Digital Logic” George Self.

10

Simulation

The FPGA developer should develop skills in FPGA simulation. The “blinky LED” project I attempted
prior to the SPI bus project required me to do that. I had a minor, but persistent bug which brought my
work to a halt. Trial and error with the board and re-doing the FPGA got me nowhere fast. After I had a
simple simulation running, the problem was quickly resolved. Fortunately the Quartus tool does most of
the work to set up the simulation. A small bit of hacking of “do” (TCL) ﬁles is required.
I recommend using the resources on the Intel web site to explore the basics of setting up and running
simulations via Quartus.

11

Conclusion

I was able to ﬁnd an FPGA development board and “starter project” that met my requirements for a
beginning in FPGA development. A bare minimum of Verilog modiﬁcations were required to make the
project function correctly.
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Most of the FPGA “design” was done using the system-level “Platform Designer” tool.
I was able to add memory-mapped read of the SDRAM and FPGA registers via analysis of the Avalon bus
structure. The Julia programming language was used to create and decode Avalon bus transactions. Direct
access of the SPI device C shared library from Julia code was used.
The next stage of the project will be a practical ham radio application. I have an antenna rotator which I
want to control via wireless. I think it will be possible to create a real-time state machine on the FPGA
which will handle the motor drive along with a Hall sensor and counter for positional feedback. Driving
the FPGA from the SPI port of an SBC, along with a WIFI connection, should allow the entire control unit
to be wireless. Solar powered? Maybe.
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Modulation – Demodulation Software Radio
CanEarthquakeschangeandcreateShortwavePropagation?
(A 4-year study of measuring background noise and propagation concludes that this is the case.)
Goups.io user group: https://groups.io/g/MDSRadio
MDSR website: http://users.skynet.be/myspace/mdsr
Alex Schwarz, VE7DXW, alexschwarz@telus.net
1. Intro:

There is well-established scientific evidence (ref 1,2) that earthquakes cause changes in the ionosphere.
Experimental results, reported here, support that conclusion by presenting recorded changes in the
ambient noise level at shortwave frequencies during an earthquake.
Furthermore, recently published experimental results from Los Alamos National Laboratories (ref 3)
for the Cascadia fault, and theoretical results (ref 4) predicting that sound waves carry inertial mass,
show that tectonic effects can be detected prior to the release of an earthquake, contrary to the current
scientific consensus (ref 5).
The RF-Seismograph recorded such an event on Nov 1st. The spikes and the signal dropouts that were
recorded could not come from space, due to solar inactivity (see case study in article). It also caught
the eye of the RF-Seismograph team and we went and investigated the phenomena. At the same time,
while listening to the local news radio station, it was announced that there had been an earthquake, a
M4.9, just north of Vancouver Island! The times of the quake and the measured spike matched in time!
Now, the RF-Seismograph team has been collaborating with USGS to find a correlation between HF
propagation and earthquakes. USGS has provided us with a list that contained 171 M6+ earthquakes
for the 4 years the RF-Seismograph has been collecting data.
We have recreated the data of the propagation and noise level measurements on days that had a M6+
earthquake and see how much of a change there was visible in our measurements. The findings will be
discussed in the following pages.
Using the RF-Seismograph, we are slowly starting to understand more on how the field lines that
earthquakes create behave and change propagation. Considering the fact that there are over 1000
quakes (mostly small ones) every day, it becomes quite clear that earthquakes are responsible for a
large part of propagation, especially on the lower bands and during solar minimum.
Note: The RF-Seismograph system was developed to measure and collect data on the changes in the
ionosphere and radio propagation during the solar eclipse. It uses a shortwave radio and a multi-band
vertical antenna to measure background noise and amateur radio transmissions. After the eclipse the
team decided to leave the RF-Seismograph running, and now we are in the 4th year of operations. For
more info on RF-Seismograph go to: http://users.skynet.be/myspace/mdsr/index.html
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1. HistoryofHFMonitoring
To monitor the HF background noise and to intercept radio signals is nothing new. It has been done by
the military for a long time. They must have seen the same spikes, noise increases and propagation
changes, but could not correlate the events with earthquake times. So most of the noise changes were
considered to be unknowable or caused by the sun and ignored.
Fortunately, we now have the Internet. We can now easily call up information on earthquakes with an
amazing detail and on a real time basis; thanks to USGS. The Internet made it possible for us to gather
all the information and correlate the times of the earthquakes with the reception of signals and the
interference caused by them.


PictureoftheAN/FRDͲ10HFMonitoringStation,GaletaIsland,Panama
Technicalinformation

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Country of origin: United States
Introduced: 1961
Type: Wullenweber antenna array
Frequency: Low Band 2 MHz - 9 MHz; High Band 9 MHz - 32 MHz
Inner Array Antenna radius: 393.5 ft (119.9 m)
Inner Array Reflector radius: 366 ft (112 m)
Outer Array Antenna radius: 436.75 ft (133.12 m)
Outer Array Reflector radius: 423.5 ft (129.1 m)
Range: 3,200 nautical miles (5900 km)
Antenna Cost (1970): $900,000 ($5.81 million today)
Electronics Cost (1970): $20 million ($129 million today)
By combining multiple stations, a radio signal could be traced to a 100 km2 area anywhere in
the Atlantic or Pacific.
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A total of 16 stations were built, 14 in the USA and US bases around the world, and 2 in Canada. The
2 located in Canada and the one in Puerto Rico are still in operation by remote control; the rest have
been demolished.

2. HowdoEarthquakescreateElectromagneticFieldsthatchangepropagation?
The science on electromagnetic fields of earthquakes has been discussed for many years and excellent
papers and books exist on this subject (see reference at the end). But geologists have never embraced
this part of an earthquake, because it is dangerous and cumbersome to collect data on site. Most of
their instruments are mechanical and need to be on location in remote, inaccessible parts of the planet
to work properly.
The piezoelectric effect and micro-fractures are the main contributors of electromechanical processes
during an earthquake. All of them have been confirmed in lab tests as valid physical processes that can
create electricity using mechanical energy. When free electrons flow along the path of least resistance
field lines are generated. Field lines are a part of electricity and do not exist on their own. Since all the
processes must occur before the quake, it will be possible to measure the changes several hours before
the quake releases.
Howdoesanearthquakebuildupbeforetheactualreleaseofmechanicalvibration

x
x
x
x
x
x
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Piezoelectric effect of rocks sliding and vibrating on top of each other.
Micro-fractures of rocks releasing vast amounts of free electrons.
Electrons move up towards the surface or sea-floor and circulate around the quake area.
Electromagnetic fields start to emerge out of the earth crust and move upward towards the
ionosphere.
Since the ionosphere contains charged particles, the magnetic field interacts with the ions and
creates a hole or a dome of charged particles, affecting radio waves passing through (see
graphic below).
For more information see Scientific American Oct. 2018: “Earthquakes in the Sky” and
reference at the end.

3. DistortionsoftheIonospherebyEarthquakes

The ionosphere is constantly morphing. Well understood is the impact of the solar wind and solar flux
on the ionosphere and the earth’s magnetic field. The 24 h day and night and seasonal changes are very
well represented in models that we use every day to predict propagation.
The image below shows how magnetic field lines of an earthquake reach into the ionosphere and
disturb or bend the layers, breaking existing radio paths or creating new ones. The signals which the
RF Seismograph receives drop out, or new connections only last for a few hours while the quake is
active.

This can be seen as the equivalent of a magnetic field shooting out of the surface of the sun. Because
of the hot plasma, the field lines are visible. This process on the sun is much more energetic than an
earthquake here on earth, but the physics are the same.
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5.Howareearthquakes Ǧǫ
The different stages of the quake as seen by the RF-Seismograph
(Case study for M4.9 event, 256 km SW of Pt. Hardy, N-Vancouver Island, BC)
x
x
x
x
x

Energy buildup – noise increases on 80 m (red) starting at 00:00 UTC.
Disruption of 40 m, 30 m and 20 m bands – communication dropout (lines go flat).
Quake releases at 04:23 UTC.
The energy buildup and blackout continues after this quake for the same time the before
the quake (2 h) for at total of 4 h.
After the energy is released, the ionosphere starts to rebuild slowly and normal
communication continues.




Note: The sharp vertical spikes are static crashes. They can also be produced by breaking field lines.
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6. Comparison:RFǦSeismographvs.Ionosonde
The fault line north of Vancouver Island is very active. It releases medium-sized quakes multiple times
per year. Usually there is one larger tremor with several aftershocks. Such a series of two earthquakes,
within 1 h, have occurred in the Pacific, NW of Vancouver Island on 22nd April 2019. Both of them
were picked up by the RF-Seismograph; the first one, on 80 m (top graph, top line) and second one on
40 m (top graph, bottom line). The Ionosonde at Arguello Pt. (lower graph, thick line) picks up the
changes as well and even shows the individual quakes as spikes. Even though the Ionosonde and the
RF-Seismograph measurements agree in this case, the Ionosonde network does not pick up quakes as
easily as the RF-Seismograph.
TherearethreebigdifferencebetweentheRFǦSeismographandtheIonosonde

x

x

x

The Ionosonde only measures in one direction vs. the RF-Seismograph, which will pick up any
signal from any direction with its omnidirectional multiband antenna. The main focus of the
RF-Seismograph antenna is on the horizon, except for 80 m which uses NVIS (Near Vertical
Incident Skywave) propagation.
The data capture time for each frequency is 7 s with and interval of every 52 s. The Ionosonde
records changes in the ionosphere only every 15 minutes! The minimum frequency of an
earthquake as described in “Computationofseismogramsandatmosphericoscillations”(see
ref. at the end) is 0.00368 and 0.0044 Hz, with two ground periods of 271 and 227 s. Both
frequencies are too fast for the scan time of the Ionosonde network.

The RF-Seismograph is passive and listens to all digital amateur traffic on the bands it scans. It
works like an oblique Ionosonde with no fixed transmitter. The RF-Seismograph uses RX only
and therefore does not need a license to operate.
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RFǦSeismographǦLynnValley(topgraph)

x
x
x

detects a disturbance starting at 19:00 UTC,
measures a peak on 80 m when the first quake releases
measures a peak on 40m before second quake


Ionosonde–Pt.Arguello(bottomgraph)

x detects a drop in the foF2 frequency at 19:00 UTC
x measures a peak during the first quake
x measures prolonged peak during second quake
Note: one measurement only every 15 minutes
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7. Comparison:RFǦSeismographvs.standardSeismograph
The USGS has a website where anyone can create their own seismogram (see ref. for details). This is
how we recreated the black full wave graph of the M7.5 event that occurred in Papua New Guinea on
6th of May 2019. The RF-Seismograph also recorded this quake, and matching the two would proof
that both were created by the same event.



x
x
x
x
x

Earthquakes are very distinct and the wave energy released is like a finger print.
The black graph is a full wave representation of the physical shock waves recorded by
USGS.
The red graph is the recording of the event on the RF-Seismograph (RMS) on 80 m. The
main shockwave energy level and timing match the recording from USGS, confirming that
both are caused by the same event.
Since mantle shockwaves travel at different speed the events arrive at different times at the
recording stations.
Phasing distorts the outer pattern of the signals that travel over 10000 km in different media
(crust vs. air).
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8.The4YearPropagationvs.EarthquakeStudy
Whyisitsodifficulttoprovethatearthquakeshaveelectromagneticproperties?

In previous studies the measurements were done on location, mostly using portable VHF radios with
small antennas, and only one specific quake was measured at a time. This makes it very hard to ‘catch
the quake in the act’. It is also very dangerous and time consuming. If one stands right in the field
dome and transmits VHF radio waves, they are at a steep angle to the field lines. The radio waves also
penetrate the ionosphere perpendicularly. The ionosphere refracts VHF very poorly, making
measurements difficult. In order to actually measure the effect on propagation with the RFSeismograph, one has to be at least 500 km away from the quake and HF frequencies have to be used.
This is necessary because we want to measure the radio signals that bounce back from the disturbed
ionosphere.
Whyisthisstudydifferent?

Once we realized the very chaotic nature of earthquakes and linked this to the RF noise they generate
(electromagnetic white wideband noise, from 0.0044 Hz into the VHF range), we understood why it is
possible to study almost all earthquakes from one location (besides triangulation). By using HF and
considering the fact that earthquakes can create RF signals that have several megawatts of power
output (possible even more), they are easy to pick up on 80 m. By correlating the time of the quake
with the spike on 80 m we can also verify the changes in propagation by the field lines as measured by
the RF-Seismograph! The RF-Seismograph combines both events in one graph for easy verification.
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•

In all, 171 earthquakes were studied: All M6+ events from the beginning of our recording (Aug
2016) to today. Events were provided by USGS, and the quality of the data is high.

•

961 days of recorded data with 171 M6+ quakes amount to one major quake every 5.6 days.
Approximately 17.3% of background noise is affected by these strong events. Since we only
looked at 6+ events, we can conclude that a lot of the background noise we monitor is also
created by smaller seismic events (and there are a lot more of these). If one looks at smaller
quakes the (<M3.0) the earth really never stops shaking. There is a lot of energy even in small
quakes and they are the major source of the rumble one hears when a HF rig is set to 160m or
80m. It would be interesting to take this experiment to a different planet or moon and see if this
is actually the case.

•

Only 15 quakes did not have RF noise associated with them.

•

1 day out of 961 was not recoverable due to data loss.

•

In 26 cases the time of the disturbance did not match the time stated in the USGS report.

•

In 122 quakes (72%) we were able to see a noise increase in the 80 m band either before, after
and before and after the quake released. The “before and after” is the most common one. More
analysis is needed.

•

Introduction and Study of Earthquakes (also see also ref. at the end)
http://www3.telus.net/public/bc237/MDSR/IntroductionRF-SeismographandEarthqakes.pdf

•

The study is still continuing and we need your help to set up more monitoring stations.

9. Howtostoreandsearchthedatawehavecollected
The data storage is at the moment a simple text file utility. Every day the RF-Seismograph spits out
one csv file that has 1661 lines of data. One record = 6 measurements every 52 s. At this moment there
are about 1000 individual files. They are uploaded to the group on regular bases for backup and access
of group members.
The data is accessible to all IO User group members – membership is free, so please join us! The data
files are kept in the files section at our https://groups.io/g/MDSRadio group.

SampleData:
Timestamp–f[kHz]

7076

10138 14076

21076

28076

06Ͳ07Ͳ201623:56:12[dB]

Ͳ38.59 Ͳ49.25

Ͳ47.87 Ͳ46.16

Ͳ51.56

Ͳ55.76

06Ͳ07Ͳ201623:57:04[dB]

Ͳ37.61 Ͳ50.71

Ͳ48.69

Ͳ46.3

Ͳ51.47

Ͳ56.25

06Ͳ07Ͳ201623:57:56[dB]

Ͳ38.21

Ͳ50.9

Ͳ47.52 Ͳ47.35

Ͳ51.3

Ͳ55.92

Ͳ39.3 Ͳ50.03

Ͳ47.52 Ͳ47.27

Ͳ50.16

Ͳ55.55

06Ͳ07Ͳ201623:58:52[dB]

3576

Note: The data collection times have deliberately been kept off the common 1 minute markers and are
pseudo random to avoid synchronization bias with digital broadcast.

Thefuturestorageofdata

We would like to see that all the data gets put into a SQL data base. So we are looking for volunteers
who are willing to spend some time to get this set up. If you are interested in this please contact us.

Conclusion
Earthquakes are very hard to hear on the radio, but their effect on propagation is undeniable and easy
to measure. Shortwave radio operators use the propagation created by earthquakes every day and do
not know it! Most of us believe or have been lead to believe that this propagation comes from the sun,
which is only a small part of the story. With earthquakes in the picture a new era of propagation
research can begin and amateur radio operators are at the edge of new science, again!
Now we come to the big question: Is it possible to predict earthquakes and evacuate people before the
event? With the provided measurements it seems that most quakes have a precursor noise level that
could be detected and used to alarm a region. It will certainly add another useful tool to the
measurements of earthquakes and it will create more certainty that a region is actually getting shaken
to a level that causes damage and cost of life. Combined with regular seismographs, it could improve
prediction, but clearing an area and then have nothing happen is the worst nightmare of any official; or
even worse, after the all clear is given, disaster strikes!
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FromwhatIcanworkout,Iamabitunusualinthehamradioworld.Inadditiontobeingactivein
amateurradio,andbeingontheboardofTAPR,Iamamadkeenrunner.Istartedrunningaboutfour
yearsback,andhaveneverlookedback.

Afterdoingmyfirstmarathon1attheendoflastyear(2018),Iwaslookingforanewchallenge,and
decidedtotrytrailrunning.Whereasmostrunningeventsareonroadsorpaths,trailrunning
involvesrunninginthegreatoutdoorsawayfromcivilization.Andwithoutthelimitationsofwhere
carscandrive,trailrunstendtobehillier.

YoumighthaveworkedoutfrommycallsignthatIdon’tliveintheUSA.Iactuallyliveaboutanhour
southͲwestofSydney,inAustralia.Thisisanamazingpartoftheworld,andweareblessedwith
someamazingplacestogorunning.MyfirstmarathonstartedbyrunningovertheSydneyHarbour
Bridge,andfinishedattheSydneyOperaHouse.

Buttherearesomeotheramazingrunsnearby.ThiscomingwinterIplannedondoingmyhardest
marathonever,onacourseaboutthreehourswestofSydney.TheeventistheGlowWormTrail
Marathon2,andisinanareathatcouldwellbedescribedasthemiddleofnowhere.Notreallythe
middleofnowherebyAustralianstandards,butitscertainlyinarathersecludedarea.

TheclosesttownisLithgow,anhouraway,withapopulationof21,000.Wallerawang(orWangasit’s
knownbythelocals)iscloser,buthaslessthan2000residents.TheentireMarathonisawayfromthe
townshipsinfairlyruggedterrain.Infact,youneedtodriveaboutsevenmilesonadirtroadtogetto
thestartlineoftheevent.CellularserviceisnonͲexistent,andsatellitephonesworkpoorlydueto
thehills.

TheareaissoruggedthattheWollemiPinethatgrowsintheareawasonlyknowtoexistinfossil
recordsuntil1994,andisnowtheonlyknownsurvivorofafamilyoftreesover40myearsold.

TheeventstartsandfinishesatNewnes,aplacethatthesedaysconsistsofjustacampgroundanda
generalstoretosupportthecampers.Ithasbeenlikethisfollowingthedismantlingoftherailway
linein1940,andclosureofthehotelin1988followingaflood.


ʹǤʹȋͶʹǤͳͻͷȌ ǦȂ ͳ͵Ǥͳȋ
ʹͳǤͳȌǤ ͳͻʹͳ 
ͳͻͲͺǤǦ Ǥ
ʹhttps://www.glowwormtrail.com/
ͳ
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Theeventitselfconsistsoftwodistincthalves.Thefirsthalfinvolvesrunningupahill,overitand
downtheothersidetowardsGlenDavis,beforereturningtothestartlinethesameway.The13.2
miles3involvesabout3894feetofclimb4,noneofwhichisonconcreteorasphalt.

Thesecond13.2milesisthankfullysomewhateasier,withonly2345feetofclimbanddecent.Italso
containsthereasonfortheevent–anoldrailtunnelaboutathirdofamilelonginhabitedby
glowworms.Thatisoveramileofelevationupandamilebackdown.

Thethingis,Iamafairlygoodrunner.Notthegreatest,butIamnormallyinthetop20%intheraces
Ienter.ThisyearaloneIhavemanagedtogetunder20minutesforthe5kmandunder3½hoursfor
themarathon.Iworkedoutthatrunningthe26mileGlowWormTrailMarathonwouldprobablytake
meabitoverfivehours,nonͲstop!

Togivesomeperspective,thisistheequivalent(ifyoucoulddoit)ofstartingintheYosemiteValley,
runningupElCapitan,anddowntheotherside.Andthenturningaroundanddoingthesamething
again,allinthespaceof26miles!Andifyouthinkthissoundsbad,Iamalreadyplanninga31mile
racenextyear,with7800feetofelevation5!

Theentireeventtakesplaceinrainforest,inthemiddleoftheAustralianwinter.Ishouldnote
howeverthatwinterinthispartoftheworldisarelativeterm,withtheconditionslikelytonotgo
muchbelowfreezing,evenovernight.Unfortunately,theylikelywon’tgetmuchabovefreezingfor
theentirerace,butthesearetheconditionsyoupreparefor.

ThankfullytheconditionswerenotasbadastherunafrienddidinTexasacoupleofyearsagowhilst
onholidays.Thiswasamuchshorterrun,andshewaswearingahalfͲgallonhydrationpackfilledwith
drinkingwater.Duringtherun,thewaterfrozesolid.Shetellsmethateventevensurprisedthe
organizerswithhowcolditwas.

Giventheharshbushlandandtheremoteness,eventcommunicationsareveryimportant.Runners
areknowntopushthemselvestoohard,noteatandtogetinjuredduringevents.Inapreviousevent,
arunnerwasbadlyinjuredwhenatreefellonherwhilstshewasrunning.Partsofthecourseareso
steepthatiftheywereanysteeperandyouwouldneedtostartrockclimbing.

Forthelastcoupleofyears,eventcommunicationshasbeenhandledbyWICEN,theAustralianHam
Radioemergencycommunicationsorganizationasatrainingexercise.Thisyeartheyareaimingto
improvethecommunicationsonthecoursebydeterminingthebestlocationfortheirrepeater.
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Thegreatthingaboutthiseventisthatthereareatonofspotswhereyoucanputarepeater.The
badthingisthattestingthecoverageisachore.Evengettingtherepeaterinstalledisdifficult,and
involvesa2Ͳ3hourtrekfromtheclosestparking.


CoverageSiteSurvey

OvertheEasterinmidͲAutumn,WICENwantedtotryoutanewspotfortheirrepeater.Thisprovided
mewithachancetocheckoutthecoursewhilstprovidingreportsoftheradiocoverage.

Theideawasthatwewouldruntwopartsofthecourse–wewouldwarmupbyrunningabouthalf
ofthefirsthalfofthecourse,foratotalofabout5Ͳ6miles,andthenrunthesecond13milehalfin
full.Alas,thingsdidn’tturnoutthatway.

UnfortunatelytheguysfromWICENwereunabletogettotheirpreferredrepeaterpositionontopof
themountain.Whatlookedgoodfromthetopographicmapsandthesatellitephotoswasn’tsogood
inreallife.Aftersomeeffort,theyfoundtheywouldneedtoclimbupa30footsheercliff,which
meanttheradiotestwasnolongerpossible,andalsoruledoutthatspotforatemporaryrepeater
too.

Theproblemwasthatthisareaisnotwellsurveyed,andtheshadowsonthesatellitephotoscovered
thesheercliff.Theymostlywantedtocheckthecoverageonthesecondhalfofthecourse,meaning
therewasnoneedtorunanyfurther.YoucancheckoutwhereIdidrunonStrava6.Iwilldefinitelybe
headingoutthereatsomestagetojustexplorethearea.

Despitenotachievingtheaimsofthetest,Icanatleasttalkabouttheequipmentwewereusingout
there,andhowitworks.


RadioGear

AsanarticleaboutHamRadio,thereisactuallyquitelittletosayabouttheradiosweused.During
theeventWICENareplanningtouseDMRdigitalvoicerepeaters,butduringthetest2MFMwasall
weneededtouse.

BoththeWICENteamandmyselfwereusing8WBaofengdualbandhandhelds.Theseradiosare
inexpensiveanddidwhattheyneededtodo.Asabonus,inthisremotearea,theyareunlikelyto
causeanyinterferenceontheoffchancetheyarenotasspectrallyaspureastheyshouldbe.And
Baofenghasbeennotorious,atleastintheearlydays,forlackingrigorousengineering.
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Ihadtheopportunitytospeaktooneofthemembersoftheradioteamonadifferenteventafter
visitingGlowWorm.TheytoldmethatfortheUltraͲTrailAustralia7(UTA)eventtheyrunmultiple
repeatersbecauseoftheterrain.Incaseofcommunicationsissuesoncourse,theyhaveateamof
operatorswith13elementUHFYagi’stheycanpointattherepeaterstoprovideevent
communications.


GarminForerunner935

AfewmembersoftherunningclubarepartialtotheGarminForerunner935GPSwatches.Partof
thisisthattheyweresignificantlydiscountedlastChristmas,buttheyappeartobemorereliable8
uploadingdatathansomeotherbrands.Thewatchitselfhasapassive64colorLCDdisplaywith
backlight,GPS/GLONASS,alongwithheartrate,compass,altitudeandcadencemonitoring.

AlsoincludedareBluetoothandWiFi.Bluetoothisusedtoconnecttothemobilephoneapp,which
sendsdatatotheInternetshouldyouneedthat.ButBluetoothhasanotherfunctioninthiswatch–
whenyouaretryingtogetaGPSlock,thewatchwillattempttousethephoneGPStodeterminethe
currentposition,andlikelyalsotodownloadthecurrentGPSalmanacshowingthepositionofallthe
GPSsatellites.ThisreducesthetimetogetGPSlocksignificantly,anddramaticallyimprovesbattery
life.

Inthismode,IcanlogmyrunswithGPSdataforwellover12hoursandprobablycloserto24hours
percharge9.ThereisamobilephoneappthatusesBluetooth,althoughthewatchalsohasWiFibuilt
in.Bluetoothismoreenergyefficient,andisusedtotalktothephone.

AcomparisonofwatcheswhilstoutrunningshowsthatawatchpairedtoaphonerunninginLow
PowerModetakesalotlongerthanaphonepairedtoaphoneoperatingatfullpower.Thismeans
thatwhilstmywatchwillgenerallygetGPSlockalmostinstantaneously,theotherwatchcantakeup
toaminutetolock.ThisislikelybecausethewatchdownloadspositionalandGPSsatellitealmanac
datafromthephonereducingthetimetofix.

Oneofthesurprisingadvantagestothiswatchisthatitusesphysicalbuttonsratherthanatouch
screen.Runnersareoftensweaty,andtouchscreensdon’ttendtoworkaswellwhenthescreenis
wet.Withphysicalbuttons,itdoesn’tmatterhowwetthingsare.Whilstthemanualsuggestsnot
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usingthebuttonsunderwater,usrunnersarecrazyandwillruninalmostanyconditions,dayor
night.

Therearetwofeaturesthataremissingfromthiswatchthatarepresentonthehigherendmodels.
ThefirstisthatthisunitdoesnotpermitthestorageandplaybackofMP3files.Thiscanbeanissue
forsomepeople–personallyIjustplayMP3’sfrommyphone,whilstmyrunningcompanionhas
headphonesthatshehasloadedMP3filesonto.

TheothermissingfeatureisthecapabilitytousethiswatchasaCreditCard.Garminhastheirown
solutionsimilartoApplePayallowingpeopletopaybycreditcardusingthePaywavenonͲcontact
RFIDtechnology.Inthiscase,thewatchwoulduseRFIDtocommunicatewiththecreditcardmachine
toauthorizepayments.Haditbeenpresent,IwouldneedtoenterthePINnumberonmywatchonce
aday,andwheneverItookthewatchoff.Onceagain,IusemyiPhoneinstead.


Mapping

Oneoftheothercoolfeaturesofthiswatchistheabilitytouploadaroutetothewatch,anditwill
warnyouwhenyougooffcourse.Thisisareallycoolfeature,andwasratherusefulonthisrun.
WhenIwentoffcourse,Imanagedtoworkthisoutafterafewhundredfeetthankfully.

Alas,sincethisisacheapermodel,itdoesn’thavebasemapsshowingstreetsandotherfeatures.As
niceastheywouldbe,whenyouarerunningoffroad,trailsareoftennotwelldocumented,evenon
websiteslikeOpenStreetMaps.

WhenIamfollowingaroute,InormallyhaveitzoomedintoafewhundredfeetsoIcanworkout
whereIamgoingrelativetowhereIam.Thewatchdoesdisplayasmallarrowpointingatadirection,
butthisdoesnotalwaysworkinareasofpoorGPScoverage.

IdidhearareportfromtheactualGlowWormeventwheresomeonesabotagedoneoftheraces,
changingthemarkingsonthetrailcausingsomerunnerstotakethewrongcourse.Thisisthefirst
timeIhaveheardofthishappeningduringarace.Havingthemaponthewatchwhilstrunningat
leastwarnsyouthatsomethingmightbegoingon.

Havingsaidthat,Ihavealsoruninraceswheretheorganizershavechangedthecourseatthelast
minuteandforgottentotellanyone,sonoplanisfoolproof.Inanothercase,themarshalsincorrectly
locatedaturnaroundpointintheBangkokHalfMarathon.Theyaccidentlyaddedabout2½milesto
thecourse.AlltheycoulddoaftertheeventwasreͲissuetheTͲShirtswiththeactualdistancelisted.

AtthispointIshouldpointoutwhatImeanbyanareaofpoorGPScoverage.ForGPStypedevicesto
workproperly,theyideallyneedtobeabletoseetheskyrighttothehorizonineverydirection.Alas,
thehumanbodytendstogetintheway,butthankfullythisisn’ttoomuchofaproblemwithmodern
devices.Moreofanissueiswhenthereisterrainorbuildingsthatrestrictthe‘view’ofthesky.
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Whentheviewisrestricted,GPSisnotabletocopeaswell,particularlywithreflectedradiosignals.
Thistendstoincreasethepositionalerror.Thankfullyinmyexperiencewithwatchesandphoneshas
tendedtobeunderacoupleofhundredfeet,andisnormallyalotless.

TheworstIhaveeverseenwasabout15yearsbackwithaGPStrackingunitIwasdevelopingand
hadmountedinmycar.ThecarandGPSwasundermycarport,andtheGPS‘lostit’.Whilstthecar
wassafelyparked,theGPSwasreportingajourneyofabout150milesataspeedofabout300miles
perhour.WhatIthinkhappenedwasthatthesoftwareinthereceiverfailedandstartedtrackingone
oftheGPSsatellitesbyaccident.

Inmanyways,thewatchremindsmeof20yearoldGarmineTrexorGarmin12devices,andIsuspect
thattherearestillpartsofthatfirmwarelivinginthisdevice.

Ifyoudogetlost,thewatchhastheabilitytoguideyoubacktothestart,eitherbyusingtheroute
youwentordirectlineofsite.Thiscanbeausefulfeature,althoughIhaven’tneededtouseityet.

RoutesareloadedbycopyingaGPXfileontothedevice.Therearesomesmartwaystodothis
wirelessly,butthewatchalsoemulatesaGPSthumbdrive.ItendtouseMapMyRunwhendesigning
routesanduploadthemwirelesslyusinghttp://dynamic.watch

Iftherunisonethatsomeonehasdonebefore,asapremiumStravasubscriber,Icandownload
otherpeoplesrunsasaGPXfileanduploaditontomywatch.

ImustsayoneofthebestusesoftheroutefunctionalitywaslastChristmaswhenIwrotethewords
‘MerryXmas’inseveralhundredfeethighlettersrunningaroundthestreetsnearwhereIlive.This
runwasdesignedearlierinMapMyRunandthewatchtoldmeexactlywhereIneededtogo.


HeartRateMeasurements

Thewatchmeasurestheheartrateusingphysicalproperties,ratherthanthemorecommonelectrical
ones,usingaphotoplethysmogram10.Todothisitshinesagreenlightontotheskinandmonitors
howmuchlightgetsabsorbed.Whenthebloodisflowingpast,theamountofgreenlightbeing
absorbedincreases.Itcanactuallyreadthepulsenotonlyinarteries,butalsoinsubcutaneous
tissues.

Thisdoesrelyonthewatchbandbeingreasonablytightsothatthebackofthewatchwiththegreen
LEDisinconstantcontactwiththeskin.

Somerunnersprefertouseanelectricalheartratemonitoraroundtheirchestthatsendsdatatothe
watchviaBluetoothortherelatedANT+protocol.Thesecanworkwell,althoughIhavefoundinthe
pastthatmyphone‘steals’thedatafromotherpeople’sheartratemonitorsdeprivingthemofthe
data.ThisappearstoberelatedtotheANT+protocol.


ͳͲhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoplethysmogram
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Beingabletomonitorheartratehassomegreathealthbenefits.Asamiddleagedmalerunner,Iam
inthedemographicthatseemsmostpronetohavingacardiaceventwhilstrunning.Infact,during
therecentUTA22race,myheartratespikedabout20Ͳ25bpmforacoupleofminutes,beforegetting
backtonormal.

Basedonthis,Inowhaveanalarmonthewatchtellingmewhenevermyheartrateishigherthanit
shouldbe.Sometimestheremightbeareasonforit,butthealarmisagoodindicatorthatIneedto
becareful.



SinceIwearthewatch24/7,italsokeepsatrackofmyaveragerestingheartrate.Dependingonhow
muchrunningIamdoing,thisisbetween50and60bpm.ThemorerunningIamdoing,thelowerthe
restingheartrate.


SensorFusion

Obviouslydevicessuchaswatcheshaveverysmallbatteries,andneedtosaveenergyinanywaythey
can.Anythingwitharadiotransmitterorreceiverinitwilluseupaheapofenergy.Soideally,you
wanttohaveanyradiosturnedoffasmuchaspossible.Oneofthemajorbatterydrainshereisthe
GPStodeterminethepositionandspeedofthedevice.

GPSwatchdevicessaveenergybycombiningdatafrommanysources.Thisiscommonlyknownas
SensorFusion11.Thiscombinesdatafromdesperatesourceswiththeaimofgeneratingmore
accurateinformationintheprocess.

Datasourcesincludethreeadimensionalcompass,accelerometerandgyro,alongwithanair
pressuresensor,givingatotalof10degreesoffreedom.3DGPSdataisalsoincludedgivingatotalof
13degreesoffreedom.SensorFusionwouldusethisinformationtodeterminethefollowingdetails:
x Cadenceoftherunner(Stepsperminute)
x GPSPosition
x Speed
x Elevation

ͳͳhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensor_fusion
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Oneoftheimportantthingsaboutsensorfusionisthateachofthesensorsneedstobemeasuredat
theexactsametimewhereverpossible.Thisisparticularlyimportantforthecompass,gyroand
accelerometer.Essentiallyanintegralisappliedtothedata,andifthepointsdon’tlineup,therewill
bemismatchesintheresults.

Unfortunately,determiningthesedetailsisnotalwaysthatsimple.Notallthesedatasourcesare
availableallthetime.Pressuresensorsoftengetblockedwithwaterordirt,particularlywhen
runningontrails.GPSreceiversmayonlybeturnedonforamomenteveryfewseconds.


KalmanFilters

Andthentherearetheerrors.Eachofthesesensorshaveerrors,sothejobofSensorFusionand
KalmanFilters12istodeterminewhatthemostlikelycorrectsolutionis,suchthatthedatafromeach
sensorisused,andthaterrorsareminimized.

Thinkabouttheaveragerunner.Theywillberunningsomewherebetweenfiveand12milesper
hour,andwilllikelybemovinghorizontally.Whenmovingvertically,suchasonaladderorstairs,
theirhorizontalspeedwillbesignificantlyslower.

Withthisinmind,algorithmsandfiltersarethentunedtosearchforsolutionsmostlywithinacertain
rangefromthelastknowngoodposition.Usingtheaccelerometertodeterminethenumberofsteps
beingtakenisagreatwaytohoneinonthecorrectresult.

Aneasywaytothinkaboutthisisbyassumingthatweknowwherewearenow.Ifwecanworkout
howmanystepsaminutetherunneristaking,thatgivesusafairlygoodideawheretheywillbeina
minutestime.Whenyoupullintheotherdata,evenwithoutanupdatedGPSposition,youcanmake
afairlygoodguessastothenewposition.

Theguessesarenotperfect.Anexamplewasarunnerwhodiscoveredthatwhentheyworkouton
thetreadmillthattheirdistancewasoffbyover10%.Thisisprobablybecauseshetakessmallersteps
onthetreadmillthankstoitsincline.Thankfullythewatchhasamanualcalibrationmode,which
tunestheinternalfilter.Oncetheunitwascalibrated,itwasaccuratewithinabout1%ofthecorrect
distance.

Thisisaneasytounderstandexampleoftuningalgorithmsandfilters.Thingsgetalotmorecomplex
whenyouescapethegymandgetintotherealworld.Thus,oneofthefirstreallifeapplicationsof
KalmanFilterswasactuallywiththeApolloprogramtotakemantothemoon!Andincaseyouare
wondering,Idon’tunderstandmostoftheKalmanFilterWikipediapage.
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Strava

AlthoughIhavementioneditalreadyinthisarticle,IguessIshoulddescribewhatStrava13is.In
essenceitisasocialnetworkpredominantlyforrunnersandbikeriders,althoughotherformsof
physicalactivityarealsoincluded.

Ratherthanpeoplepostingphotosofcutepuppies(whichIamsuremustexistonthesite),people
uploadtheGPStracesoftheirrunsandrides.Thesetracesaretimestampedsothatpeoplecansee
exactlyhowfastyouwentateverypoint,andwhereyouwent.Itcanalsoincludedetailslikeheart
rateandrunningcadence.Friendscanthengiveyoulikes,or‘Kudos’foryourruns.

ButStravagoesfurtherthanthat.Subjecttoprivacysettings,itcorrelatesyourrunswithothers,and
indicatingwhoyouranwith.Userscanalsoroutesegmentsthatareusedasvirtualraces.Afterevery
run,Stravaworksoutyourtimeonthesegmentsandreportsonthis.Italsoallowsyoutocompare
yourtimewithothers,creatingavirtualrace.

Likemuchtechnology,Stravadoeshavesignificantprivacyimplications.Theymadethenewsdueto
their‘HeatMap’featurewhichallowsyoutozoomintoanypartoftheworldandseewhatthe
popularcoursesare.TheproblemwasthatStravawasbeingusedbytroopsinthemiddleeast.This
wasidentifyingthelocationsofthosetroopsandwheretheytrained.


SomeInterestingRuns

Alas,SensorFusiondoesnotalwaysgetthingsright.Belowisthegraphicfromoneofmyrunsearlier
thisyear,whereIwasrunningupanddownahill14.Thehillcanclearlybeseen,buteachofthepeaks
andtroughsshouldbethesameasIwasjustgoingupanddownthesamehill.Ialsostartedand
finishedinthesamelocation,sothestartandfinishoftheplotshouldbethesameheight.Thetwo
areactuallyoutbyabout88feet.

Myguessisthatthisisrelatedtoachangeinairpressurethathappenedlateintheday.Asarough
guide,airpressuredecreasesforevery30feetofelevationby1hectopascal(hPa).Standard
atmosphericpressureis1013hPaor101.3kPa.

Modernairpressuresensorshavetheresolutiontodetermineclimbingasinglestep,somewhere
around0.02hPa.Whilsttheyhavegreatresolution,theiraccuracyindeterminingelevationisnot
thatgreat.Theproblemisnotthesensors,butmothernature.Thesesensorscanonlyreadair
pressure,andairpressurecanchangeenoughtocauseissues.Inthisexample,alowpressurechange
of3hPaoverthirtyminutescouldhavecausedtheissue.
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ThesetypesofproblemsaregenerallycorrectedbycalibratingthepressuresensorusingGPSaltitude
aswellasotherinformationsources.Ascanbeseenhere,thisisnotalwayssuccessful.


Anotherexampleshowsacomparisonofmypacedoinghillrepeatscomparedtothehill15.

Inthiscase,thehilldoeslooklikeanalmostperfecttrianglewave.Thepacelookslikearathernoisy
squarewave,whichiswhatyouexpect.IgotslowereverytimeIranupthehill,butIgenerallyran
fastergoingdownthehillthanrunningup.
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Moreinterestingisthecomparisonofheartratetoelevation.Inthiscase,theheartrateisanalmost
perfectsquarewave.Thesearethesortofeffectsyouwouldexpectdoingsignalanalysiswith
integralsandderivatives.



Incaseyouarewondering,theserunswereonanolddirtroadnearwhereIlivecalledOldFordRoad.
Itisabout130yearsold,andwasbuiltasanunemploymentproject,makingitolderthanthenation
onwhichitstands.Assuch,itislikelyoneoftheoldestintactroadsinthecountry.Thesedaysaccess
isrestrictedtofootandbicycletraffic,andtheroadnolongergoesanyfurtherthanthebottomof
thehillduetoamilitarybase.

IhavefoundtworunsonStravafromotherrunnersthatgiveanexampleofwhathappenswhen
thingsgowrong.Inthisfirstexampletheathleteranjustover11miles.Thewatchbelieveshe
climbed114,000feetduringthisrun.




Inthiscase,thewatchwasanolderFenix3,whichwasreleasedtwoyearsbeforetheForeRunner
935,inearly2015.Sensortechnologyhasimprovedsignificantlyinthosetwoyears,ashasthe
processingpoweravailablewithinadevicelikeawatch.
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Inthiscasethelikelycauseoftheobviouslyincorrectelevationisablockedairpressuresensoronthe
backofthewatch.Cleaningthesensorwilllikelyfixresultslikethisone.Itisinterestingtospeculate
whathappenedinthegraphbelowaboutthe8km(5mile)mark.

Beforethen,theresultswerehigh,buttherewassomevariation.Afterwardsthegraphappearstogo
tozeroandthenwhenitreturns,doesnotchangefortheentirerace.Itispossiblethateitherthe
sensorgotblockedfurtheratthattime,orpossiblythewatchknewthattherewasanissue,andtried
tomakesenseoftheresults.Whateverthecause,theresultsareobviouslywrong.



Anotherexampleappearsbelow.Whatisinterestinginthiscase,apartfromsome‘brickwall’
changesistheexponentialcurvewithalongtimeconstant.Thiscouldrelatetoapartialblockage,or
couldsuggestanalgorithmattemptingtofixerroneousresults.




MountainBikeRidingToo

Youmightbewonderingwhathappensifsomeoneisridingabikeratherthanrunning.Well,there
aretechniquestogetthebestresults.Whenyourecordanactivity,thefirstthingthewatchdoesis
askwhatsortofactivityyouarerecording,beitarideorarun,orevenaswim.
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Ifyouselectaride,thewatchwillnotbetryingashardtodeterminethenumberoffootstepsthat
youaremaking,andwillalsoassumethatyouwillbeabletogoabiratheronwheelsthanrunning.
Thisisnotalwaysacase,butisareasonableassumption.

Thegoodthingaboutridingisthatyouaregenerallycoveringmoredistance,sotheerrorsinreading
fromGPStendtobecomparativelylower.

Onceagain,youcangetaccessoriesforthewatchtoimprovetheaccuracyofthereadings.One
commonsensoriswornonthetopoftheshoewitha9or10degreeoffreedomsensorthathelpsto
determinethenumberofrevolutionsperminuteyouarepeddling.Anothersensorissimilarbutgoes
onthepedal,andalsomeasureshowhardyouarepeddling.Thisallowsthesoftwaretocalculatethe
amountofenergyyouareburning.

Whilstweareonthesubjectofbikes,videogamesaredefinitelyinvadingtraining.Adaptersare
availableforbikesthatletyourideinfrontofatelevisiononbike,competingwithotherpeoplealso
intheirownhomes.Whatmakesthisevenmoreinterestingisthattheadapterforcesyoutopedal
hardergoinguphillandallowsyoutocoastgoingdownhill.

Thismakes‘riding’inexoticlocationslikeParis,LondonorWashingtonDCeasy.Itdidhowever
surpriseafriendthefirsttimewhenhiscolleaguecheckedStravabeforeworkandsawhisworkmate
ridinginLondonbeforeanimportantmeeting.


APRSWhilstRunning

OnethingIreallyhaven’tgotintotryingisusingAPRSwhilstoutrunning.ItissomethingIdowantto
try,butIhaven’tgotaroundtoityet.PartofthisisthatmanyoftheareasIrundon’thaveverygood
APRScoverage.Icansometimesfixthatbyusingmycar’sAPRSrigasadigipeater,butinmostcases,
theincreaseincoveragewouldbeminor.

IhavedoneafewrunsrunningAPRSonmyiPhone,butthistendedtobeonroadraces,ratherthan
areaswithpoormobilecoverage.Inareasofpoormobilecoverage,phonebatteriestendtodiemore
quickly,andIwouldprefertosavethebatteryincaseIneedtomakeanemergencyphonecall.

IdohaveplanstocarryanAPRSrigwithmenextyearwhenIdotheUTA50kmrace.Thiswillrequire
someplanning,andIwillneedtoconsiderifIneedtocarrysparebatteries.TheweightoftheAPRS
gearisnotreallyaproblem,asmosttrailracesalreadyrequiremetocarryuptotwolitersofwater
alongwithothermandatorygear.Inthiscase,theweightofthetrackerisminorcomparedtothe
weightofeverythingelse.


OtherTechnologies

Ofcourse,thesedeviceslogusingGPS,butneedsometypeofconnectivitytouploadtheirdatafor
widerdistribution.
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Inthesportstrackingworld,therearetwooptionsavailablefordisseminatingGPSdatatothewider
world,similartohowAPRSworks.ThefirstistheSPOTTracker,thatusestheGlobalstarsatellite
network.ThesecondaretheGarmininReachdevicesthatusetheIridiumsatellitenetwork.

Inbothcases,thedevicewilltransmitpositionreportsevery2Ͳ10minutesviasatellitebeforebeing
disseminatedviatheInternet.Bothdevicesrequiresubscriptionscostingabout50%ofthehardware
costperyear.TheseunitstendtousesatellitesinLEO,orLowEarthOrbits,asawaytoreducethe
costslaunchingthesatellites.


TheActualGlowWormTrailMarathon

Iwashopingtogetthisarticlefinishedinthedaysafterthesitesurvey.Unfortunately,asyoumight
beabletoworkout,thisarticlejustkeptgettinglongerandlongerandlonger.Therewasmore
informationthatIwantedtoputit.Then,whenIwasalmostready,Irealizedthatitwasonlytwo
weeksuntiltheactualevent,soImightaswelljustwaitforitbeforegettingitpublished.

Oneofthethingswithrunningisthatitdoestakeatollonthebody.Doingthesetypeofeventsis
evenworse.Oneruleofthumbisthattherecoverytimefromracesisaboutonedaypermile.Thus,a
26mileeventrequiresalmostamonthofrecoverytime.Thisisnottosaythatyoucan’truninthat
time.Morethatthebodywillnotbebacktopeakperformanceuntilthen.

Forme,Iamfindingthatmybodyrecoversenoughtobeabletoactuallyrunfairlyquickly,
particularlyafterroadraces.WhatIhavefoundisthataftermarathons,myendurancetakeslonger
torecover.Whereas,Imightnormallybeabletodoa10Ͳ15miletrainingrunatwill,IfindthatIget
exhaustedafterrunninghalfthat.

Doingeventswithlotsofupanddownclimbingtakesthetollonthelegstoo.Thisgenerallycomesin
theformofDOMS,orDelayedOnsetMuscleSoreness.Youmightfeelfinethedayafterabigrace,
butthenitwillhityou,andgoingupasinglesetofstairswillbetorture.Iamlookingatacompeting
inaraceintwoyears’timewithabout15,000feetofelevation.Idon’texpecttobeabletowalkfora
week!

ThereasonIammentioningthisisthatafteraclub10Mile16handicap17racetwoweeksbeforethe
GlowWormMarathonImanagedtoinjuremyquadsandadductorinmyleg.Treatmenthelped,but
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intheend,Idecidedthatrunningthismarathonhadthepotentialtocausemyinjurytogetalot
worse.Withgreatreluctance,Idecidedtopullout.

So,ratherthandoatoughmarathon,Idecidedtodoaneasierlocaltrailrun18instead.Thankfully,
thisrunwentwell,andIcannowresumemytrainingforthemultitudeofeventsIhaveplannedfor
thecomingmonths.Iranjustover15mileswithabout1200feetofclimbinabitunderthreehours
inwetconditions.Giventhatmyfitnesshaddeterioratedinthelastfewweeks,thiswasagood
result.


Conclusion
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